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Fee measure may be held from ballot
By David Barry
Daily staff writer
Three members of the Associated
Students election hoard said Wednes- board and three members of the A.S.
day that the proposed initiative to re- board of directors.
peal last year’s $8 student association
The agreement was reached with
increase will not appear on next the help of mediator Cara Rhodes. the
week’s general election ballot.
acting chief justice of the A.S. judiBut before the initiative can be ciary.
excluded from the ballot, a majority of
A.S. President Tom Boothe conthe II -member election board must tends that because the agreement was
vote on the decision at noon today, the reached in closed session and %Mimed
result it iii agreement heoveen the the Caldorma Fdth.atiottal Code. if

Questions remain, election board meets to decide today
should not he treated as a binding decision.
Boothe also pointed out that last
week Bruce Richardson, general counsel to SJSU and assistant general counsel to the CSU, told A.S. adviser Jim
Cellini that the iniative could appear
on the ballot if the petition advocating
the repeal had 563 verified signatures
from SiSt students

Cause for cycling

Penny Terry, director of student
activities and services. said Wednesday morning the petition had the necessary signatures.
Boothe said he a ill fight the decision at the election board’s meeting.
If the election hoard should vote
to keep the initialise off the ballot, the
judicary will recoils ene next week to
discuss the validity of putting the inia-

use before .1 special election. said
Rhodes.
"It was best at this point in time
to defer it to a special election," said
Rhodes. By doing this, a more indepth decision can he reached.
"We’d rather put off a decision
now so we don’t have to decide on
questions after the election.’’
A .S election board members

Cheryl Rothrock. Mau Sheiiiik and
Arnold Say agreed
’’For the sake in time constraints,
it was in the hest interest of everyone
to keep the proposed iniative oil the
ballot,’ Rothrock said "We would
rather have had the judiciary convene
much earlier so a decision could have
been made."
Nandor Krause. A.S. director of
rights and responsibilities --- who
along with A.S. Vice President Roger
Wen and Scott Valor. A S director of
Sri’ IIII bac( page

Cinema crowd’s trash
results in search policy
By Judith I. aught
Daily staff writer
To alleviate the aria run ol trash
left by patrons after Wednesday Night
Cinemas. students vs ill he searched for
food and drink helmu admission into
the Morris Dailey Auditorium
The search policy is :is in response
to complaints from the .ulministration
that the auditorium was lull in a mess
after a recent cinema showing. said
Verde Alexander. Associated Students
program board director.
Facilities personnel had spciii

HOG party
objects to
editorial
By Larry Aragon
Daily staff writer
The founder of the Hedonistic Opportunist Guild objected to a Spartan Daily editorial Wednesday which said the
newspaper would no longer
cover the party until its candidates "show they are sincere.
"It makes me angry:’ said
Dave Carroll. HOG founder and
candidate for A.S. president.
"Even though I did admit it was
a joke to begin with, we still deserve our space in the paper
along with everyone else -- if
only just for the fact that we are
providing a humorous alternative."
See CARROLL page 5

Mice Mims mopping up alter one ot
the movie nights, she said.
"We’re grateful to have use of
the auditorium and we want to keep
using it." Alexander said.
People leave behind soft drink
cans. beer bottles. sunflower seeds.
and tobacco shreds. she said.
In an effort to keep the auditorium clean, the program hoard has had
«i resort to searching students for food
and drinks, she said.
"We started a haste simple
search." Alexander said "We are

searching Mg coats. h.41s. and purses -- anything where food or drinks
could he hidden."
Although a sign is alssays placed
at the door stating that no food or
drinks are allowed in the auditorium.
many students have been ignoring it.
said Jason Challas. program hoard
film chairman.
"The rule is no food or drinks."
said Challas. "The tact is people do
bring things in - candy hars. Cokes.
even six packs of beer. They hide ii in
Sr.’ MOIlES. ham.1, page

Fraternity president
blames weekend fire
on basement wiring
By Victor Manuel Inzunza
Daily staff writer
A fire at the Delta Upsilon fraternity early Saturday was caused by broken a iring in the basement, fraternity
President Kevin Jameson said.
But Wednesday. San Jose Fire
Department officials said the official
report on the lire had not yet been
led.
Jameson said the lire, which was
quelled by fraternity members soon
after it broke out. was not caused by a
smoldering cigarette as was reported
Tuesday.
It was reported that several people at the party were smoking, but that
was not the case.
Jameson said there were lots of

cigarettes at the part!, since the theme
of the get-together was "Pimps and
Prostitutes," hut only one or two people. at most, were smoking.
There were no inturies and firefighters were called by lr.iternuty members at the neighboring house. Sigma
Chi.
The lire was out by the time firefighters arrived at the scene, but they
did hose the basement down just to
make sure it was completely out.
Jameson said.
The fire broke out at about 2:30
a.m. in a closed -off section of the
basement. Jameson said there were
only old papers and a bike locker in
that area.
See FIRE, back page

Fee repeal questioned by candidates
at Wednesday’s A.S. election forum
By David Barry
Daily staff writer
The proposed repeal of last year’s 58 -fee increase was
put on trial at Wednesday’s A.S. candidate forum.
With the presidential, vice-presidential and controller
candidates from the Responsible Alliance, ASAP and the
Hedonistic Opportunist Guild gathered in the Student Union
Upper Pad. statements and questions about the proposed fee
decrease flew at a continuous rate.
The repeal, proposed by the Students for Responsible
Government and is sponsored by ASAP. is expected to he
on next week’s general elect um hallo’
war, edesma

Prior to the forum, Election Board Chairman Arnold
Say said the repeal had received enough verified signatures
to appear on the March 25 and 26 general election ballot.
A.S. Vice President Roger Wen is attempting to have
the A.S. Judiciary put an injuction on the election board
from putting the measure on the ballot.
If approved, the measure would reduce the student semester fees to A.S. from $18 to $10.
All three parties agreed that the reduction would mean
cuts, but they disagreed on where the cuts would come
from.
,I ( on IT page 41

Daily staff photographer

I.ynn Lunsford, Kappa Delta member and biochemistry sophomore pedals away next to John Tuerffs,
Delta Upsilon member and advertising senior. Both are cycling to raise money for abused children.

Sorority pedals to prevent child abuse
By Annie M. Belt
Daily staff writer
SJSU Kappa Delta sorority
members are pedaling to prevent
child abuse this week.
Volunteers from 13 campus
fraternities and honor societies are
joining Kappa Delta in the 72 -hour
non -slop Pedal -A -Thon
Participants began pedaling at
noon Tuesday and won’t stop until
noon Friday. said Joyce Maroon, a
Kappa Delta member.
The participants are pumping
on two exercise bicycles in front of
the Kappa Delta house on 10th
Street. A tarp is stretched above
them for shelter in case of rain. Par-

Tuesday.
Pedal-A-Thon is intended to
publicize and encourage donations
for Kappa Delta’s national philanthropy. the prevention of Child
abuse, Maroon said.
Maroon estimates Pedal-AThon activites, which also include
Joyce Maroon, a barbecue and balloon -a -grams,
Kappa Delta member may bring in as much as S1,500 in
donations for the prevention of
child abuse. Last year, alumni doticipants pedal in 15 -minute, halfnations and ticket sales from a barhour and hour-long shifts. Maroon
becue brought in $1,700, Maroon
said.
said.
Kappa Deltas also sold and deEighty percent of the funds relivered balloon -a -grams, balloons
ceived
will go to the Santa Clara
meswith note cards for personal
on
See BIKE, back page
each
SI
for
sages attached,

’Eighty percent of the
funds will go to the
Santa Clara County
Children’s Society.’

Nancy Nadel

Dally staff photograph

Paul Romero, ASAP candidate for sue president, talks to students during a question-and-answer period of
Wednesday’s A.S. election forum. Romero advocates the repeal of last year’s SB student fee increase.
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Editorials

New athletics director top priority
Its been almost lour months since the decision was made to merge the Men’s and
Women’s Athletics departments. and the
delay in hiring a director for this integral part of
the university can only harm SJSU’s reputation.
Seeking to reduce the athletics deficit
problems, President Gail Fullerton presided
over decisions to combine the two departments,
to eliminate athletics programs that were revenue neutral, and generally, to cut whatever fat
could be found.
However, SJSU is still operating without a
permanent athletics director. Vern Wagner, interim men’s athletic director, and Mary Zimmerman women’s athletic director, have both
been doing as well as can be expected. but their
ability to act autonomously from the president’s office is reduced simply because of the
uncertainty of the director’s position.
Recruiting athletes, the ability to schedule
quality opponents and, most importantly, corn-

ittUnity perception 01 SJSU athletics programs
all suffer because of the perceived notion that
the SJSU athletic department is not operating
on a solid foundation.

Fullerton is correct in patiently and thoroughly screening all possible applicants, but
finding a new director for the merger should be
her top priority. The new position is scheduled
to open April 6, and the new director should be
named before that day.
Because of the strength of recent winning
football and volleyball seasons, Spartan athletics appear to be undergoing a renaissance. But
potential athletes are going to have reservations
about coming to SJSU until the university solidifies the department under a strong director.
With the fall semester holding even
greater promise for athletic success, it’s imperative Fullerton name the new athletics director
forthwith, so the momentum of Spartan athletics isn’t abated.

77--ItS IS -11--4E NEWS

Should Ms Walters deliver the mail as well as the news?
SO Cher, what part did you play in the Iran -Contra affair?
Joan Rivers, when did you know we were sending
arms to Iran?
Gerald() Rivera. did you actually find something out
about Ronnie’s conduct in this whole situation and hold it’?
Pee Wee Herman. Mickey Mouse. and Opus were you
negotiating with the Ayatollah for the release of hostages’?
Oh sure, go ahead and laugh.
But hey. Barbara Walters what were you doing transmitting messages from Iranian arms middleman Manucher
Ghorbanifar to President (did I approve, well may. well darn it. I
guess I did) Reagan? Barbara,
when did you suddenly become interested in working with the government’?
Weren’t you content with just serving as "the newscaster to the stars," or as co-anchor of 20-20? Wasn’t your
million -plus -dollar contract enough incentive to just work
tor ABC?
Okay, so you claim you were led to believe you were
: helping the hostages in Lebanon.
But Barbara. didn’t you get the least bit curious about
: Ghorhandar’s message which referred to the shipment of
arms’
("mon you had to he. You’re the same person who
..asked Jane Fonda. "Why do you stay in such great shape

David
Barry

"What did you learn from catching on fire’?"
You’re the same person who asked Nancy Reagan,
"What’s Ronnie really like behind closed doors?"
C’mon Barbara weren’t you even tempted to ask Ron
baby "what the hell is going on’?"
Oh, you say it was a question of national security.
After all, haven’t journalists been asked to withold information in the past.
Yes. Barbara you are right. But have they ever agreed
to serve as an emissary?
And Barbara, Barbara. Barbara if it was so vital, why
did they ask you to carry the message’? Don’t you think they
would have asked one of those fine gentlemen. named
North or Poindexter, to carry something really important?
Barbara. what were you thinking’?
And how come, when the story broke in November,
You’re the same person who asked Richard Pryor. YOU were not at the forefront reporting it? Were you not a

Viewpoint

:

part of it’? Didn’t it just kill you to sit there with what you
knew?
Or did you come down with that same malady that
struck the President’? Did you (do we dare say the word)forgel about it’?
Or perhaps more simply are you Ronnie and Nancy’s
friend? Because if you are, then maybe you should go to
work at the While House.
Future presidents, who may have internal problems,
can learn from this situation. Instead of trying to avoid the
press. they will simply make them a part of the scandal.
Think back to 1972
perhaps Richard Nixon could
have made Woodward and Bernstein publicity people for
his campaign. There may never have been a "Watergate.
And Walters., how will you ever face your cohorts
again’? How can you look Sam Donaldson, Dan Rather. or
Walter Cmnkite in the eye and say you are a journalist?
Frankly. Barbara Walters, you can’t.
The American press should serve as a gatekeeper of information. It is the press’s duty to serve as a check on government.
It is not the job of the American press to take on the
responsibilities of Federal Express. Perhaps. lass, the Russian news agency, can find you a job. After all, they do a
fine job of serving as an arm of the Russian government.
Barbara Walters, you are a disgrace to the standards of
journalism. Please check in your microphone and notebook
at the door.

Letters to the Editor
Housing probation unfair

Lodging a recommendation against someone for discontinuance of residence in a residence hall. simply because
that person is on housing probation is an inappropriate and
unwarranted action.
Ken Westenskow
Junior
Busines.s

I live in the dormitories here at SJSU and I was recently informed by my residence director that he recommended to the housing director that I not he issued a 1987:48 housing license. The reason was because I am on housing probation
NCAA football money talks
:
Now, being placed on probation is a disciplinary action
ivhich serves as a warning and deterrent against unsuitable Editor.
This is in regard to the March 17 editorial. "Who’s
behavior. However, in this case, being placed on probation
acts as an automatic dismissal if my residence director’s Heard of Eastern Illinois’?"
Be serious who in their right mind would want to
iecommendation is approved. This system seems contradicplay a "juco" (junior college) school, especially when critLir), to other forms of probation at SJSU take, for examics are criticizing the major college powerhouses for having
ine academic probation.
.
If someone is placed on academic probation. he still "cream-puff schedules." For example: Last year Pennsyltherefore
stay
in
sahool
and
vania State University played, at the most, four tough
and
bas a chance to improve,
iventually he taken off probation. These two systems of teams teams consistently in the top twenty of the mythiittohation seem to he quite a hit different.
cal college football polls. The rest, however, were against
My fellow residents seem to feel the same way. for I teams like East Carolina University.
..
:have drawn up a petition with over 60 signatures from penFinally, as far as the Spartans playing the University of
’pie who agree with me and whom I live with everyday of Oklahoma good luck! The Sooners are in the Big Two
(sic) conference. and any non-conference game they play
’the SCITICler

HEY KID!

DID YOU GRADUATE
FROM HIGH SCHOOL?
iYEAHISEE
THE
DIPLOMA.

THEN YOU SHOULD KNOW
re)ts-T-ItruNi\l"ElisR,61aD’
THE VIETNAM WAR.

WHAT IS SO
SPECIAL ABOUT
THAT DIPLOMA
THEN?

HUH

HOW ABOUT BASIC
ENGLISH? DO YOU KNOW
NEW MATH? OR EVEN
OLD MATH?
UH... WELL,
UM...

must he against a nationally known and nationally ranked
powerhouse so they can have the game nationally televised.
which means mega-bucks for their school.
Let’s face it money talks! I am not saying that we
can’t beat Oklahoma deep in my heart I believe Mike
Perez could rip, tear and lacerate the Sooners’ defense. But
if Oklahoma had a choice to play either the University of
Miami or SJSU looking through the dollar signs, who
would they, or any other major college powerhouse. pick?
Alan M. Yea
Junior
Mechanical Engineeringr

Greeks system is legitimate
Editor,
In response to Carl Bettencourt’s letter dated March
12, "Daily needs less fraternity coverage." it is obvious
Bettencoun does not read the "Daily" closely. Fraternities
are outgoing organizations that get involved in many campus events and activities. Any organization that involves as
many people as the Greek system, will naturally draw as
much press coverage. The entire article claims that out
"mischievous" fraternities are up to no good, when just the
opposite is true.
Each semester SJSU’s fraternities and sororities hold
many philanthropic activities in which thousands of dollars
are raised for local and national charities. These philanthropies involve the members in charitable work, and allow the
members to feel good about helping others. Often, the Daily
covers these events, and puts the stories on the same pages
as the "latest misconducts.’
Students at SJSU join fraternities and sororities not just
to party. hut to become pan of an organization. Our Greek
system may not be as large as other campuses, but our goal
is still the same. Fraternities and somrities offer their members the opportunity to learn leadershfp skills. organization.
and communication. These social skills are not easily
learned in the classroom, and are worth as much if not more
than the education learned in those classrooms
Jim Berton
Acco,iliunntiiongr

Forum Page Policy
The forum page offers an opportunity to express views on important issues.
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write
letters to the editor. All letters must hear the writer’s name, major. phone number and class leiel.
Phone numbers and anon’, minis letters will not be
printed.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the second
floor of IN ight Bente! Hall. or at the information
center in the Student I nion.
The Spartan Daily reseri es the right to edit
letters for libel, length and taste.

Daily Delivery
Sue
Kiyabu

They can talk?
Tlie combat zone of television talk shows is turning into a miasma of plastic faces and mummified expressions. It’s public relations plugs and
public relations answers. No dirt, no gossip, no personality.
Competition between Joan, Dave and Johnny
made the 15 -minute interview a standard. After the
plugs are given there’s no time left to conduct an interview. Phil and Oprah are doing OK. hut the competition for soap time threatens the quality of their shows.
It’s been more than a season since the invasion of
the talk show hosts. The competitors battle on the tube
for more than entertainment and rating points. It’s
ego, outrageousness, cool, it’s style. On some levels
they have all been successful on others they have just
flopped.
Joan Rivers: The new kid on the late-night
block, Joan Rivers lost her killer instinct. Her harsh
forum of blasting celebrities disappeared. Her gusty.
bordering obnoxious, style of humor has turned into a
wimpy, agreeable style of predictable questions.
She may have given Victoria Principal’s phone
number to millions of viewers, but since she’s got her
own show, she’s been tamed.
She doesn’t even had mouth the Queen anymore
She’s lost her guts.
David Letterman: Popular with the college
crowd. Dave has done some good things this year.
He’s even convinced NBC execs he’s worth five
nights a week of quality air-time.
Dave treats the interview like he was facing a firing squad. He fidgets a lot. He is lazy. But his style of
asking these unusual and sometimes stupid questions
is entertaining.
Johnny Carson: It didn’t look good for Johnny
when Joan began a mud-slinging campaign against his
show. He kept his cool as he always does, and the veteran of late-night came back unscathed.
Enduring his monologues can challenge a person’s patience. It seems he doesn’t have to work anymore. He just stands there and gets laughs no matter
what he says.
However, he gives Ed McMahon the best job in
the world. He’s been on top for more than 25 years
and has earned his reputation as a legend.
Johnny’s vacations are a welcome change. He
gives other comedians such as Gary Shandling, a
chance to show off comedic skills. Joan’s departure
actually made the show better.
Phil Donahue: Sometimes he’s the most irritating man on television. He interrupts his speakers,
freely displays his arrogance and tunes out his audience. However, his style is effective.
Phil’s guests and subjects are usually very topical. People often jest about the sterotypical person
who watches Phil as a fai-ankled housewife from the
mid -West with nothing better to do than sit in front of
the screen. His move to New York revoked that image
He has variety on his show and best of all he offers an opinion. It’s good to see that with the mental
mush that’s being offered during the daytime.
Opreh Winfrey: She was labeled a threat to the
Donahue audience. Her style is upfmni. direct and this
season has proven well for her.
Her show is modeled like Donahue and she does
a fair job. The choice of topics are good for the audience and she comes across strong and perceptive.
These are the ones that are still on the air, others
like Mery Griffin. Dinah Shore, Alan Thicke and
Mike Douglas have turned their to careers in other
fields. Mery is producing Vanna White’s show and
making a fortune. Dinah is singing jingles for Glendale Federal Savings. Alan has his own sitcom And
Mike Douglas has disappeared int() retirement.
Talk show hosts are on easy target for many. It
doesn’t seem like such a rough way to make a living
And for the money they make, these talk show hosts
should say something or make someone else say it
Sue Klyahu is the assistant news editor. She
was desparately trying to find the significance in
the red !O&M for this column, hut and struggled to
no trial!.
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S.J. office wants street sweeper

Dateline

City council mandates program to begin July ’88

Birds flock for high -flying mission

By Hans Ingebretsen
Daily stall writer
The San lose Office of Environmental Management
would like to make a clean sweep of the city - with d
street sweeper, that is.
;
The oil ice proposed a pilot street -sweeping program to
the City Council Environment Commilpee. but the idea was
brushed aside by the committee until starting date for a
full program could he established.
The city council did make clear at Tuesday’s meeting
its commitment to starting a sweeping program, and passed
unanimously a resolution to begin a program no later than
July, 19/48.
The Office of Environmental Management will submit
a preliminary report to the council in April.
"I think you are dealing with one of the most important issues in the city." San Jose Mayor Tom McEnery
said. "If there is any way to start it sooner, we would like to
do that .
San Jose has not had a street sweeping program kir ten
years.
The proposal was presented during a discussion concerning fees to he charged for garbage collection. The current collection rate in San Jose is $5.81 per month, and
would he raised to $6.10 if the program were included
Without street sweeping in the program, the new fees will
he $5.99 per month.
Councilwoman Blanca Alvarado made the point that
the sweeping program would he contingent on taking care
of abandoned cars.
Until a sweeping program is instituted, the responsibility for keeping the streets clean rests with individual property owners or residents.
Tom Spencer, owner of the Reed Street Apartments at
283 Reed St.. said the area around campus has streets that
need cleaning desperately.
Spencer said the streets around campus get particularly
dirty because of the high density population and the constant flow 01 students.
"I’ve been getting out and cleaning our street, and it
really shows. A lot of the streets around here look pretty
dirty," Spencer said.
"One of the problems is the leaves from the city.
owned trees that line some of the streets. Fall is particularly
had. The gutters fill up and water runs up onto the sidewalk." Spencer said.
"To get the water to run down an east -west gutter. you
have to clean not only that gutter, but the adjoining north.
south one as well. I wound up cleaning all the way around
to College Market to get water to now in front of my apartments." Spencer said.
Spencer pointed out that the after the city did work on
the street in from of his apartments, much of the loose
gravel was simply swept into the gutter and left. Once again
he got out and cleaned up the street himself.
Spencer’s example to ill he followed by the East Santa
Clara Street Res italization Association when they hold a
Parade of Brooms on April 29. Merchants. neighbors and

SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO (API -- These scouts
are on a mission.
The first swallows to arrive at Mission San Juan Capistrano always are. explained Dick Landy.. director of
tourism (or the mission.
A less birds showed up Tuesday, and the rest of the
petmchelidon pyrrhonota are due Thursday. St. Joseph’s
1)ay.
"Those are the scouts." said the Res. Paul Martin,
Pastor of the mission, said of the early birds.
"I guess these guys just come early to make sure
there are enough tourists here when the rest arrive."
inked Emmett Thomason of Denver, who was visiting
the mission Tuesday.
The return of the swallows to the mission is steeped
in tradition and song. Leon Rene. author of the pop hit
’Rodin’ Robin." wrote the song. "When the Swallows Come Home to Capistrano." in 1939.
His son. Raphael "Googie’’ Rene. will join a manachi hand, flamenco dancers and other entertainers for a
concert Thursday to herald the traditional return.
March 19 is the day tourists. reporters and residents
gather to watch the birds come hack. About 4,000 people are expected Thursday to watch the crescent -shaped
non -scouts arrive alter their 6.000-mile journey Irom
Goya. Argentina.
The II -acre mission has been a swallow haven
since Father Serra built It 200 years ago. But over the
years, the number of tourists has grown while the number of birds has diminished.
Landy can point to only two mud nests left over
(rum last year’s mating season.
Once upon a time, the mission was the only tall
building in Orange County, so was the only place the
birds could build their gourd -shaped nests out of reach of
predators.
But urban development has provided safe refuge
under the eaves of hundreds of freeway overpasses. oft Ice buildings and department stores around the county.
The return of the birds is celebrated with the twoweek San Juan Capistrano Heritage Festival, which includes dinners. dances. fun runs, a community fair. contests, Town Decoration Day. Hoosegow Day, the annual
Swallow’s Day Parade, exhibition polo matches and
other events.
Some say the myth about the birds is hard to swallow. hut Landry. points out the similarities to Santa
Claus.
’When we announce to the world that the swallows
have come hack we’re saying that something good happened today,’’ he said. "It’s healing us. Irangate is forgotten for a while. Sure it’s a myth. But we’re not harming anyone "

Bret J Ftolvorosa - Daily staff photographer
Torn Spencer, owner of the Reed Street Apartment
complex, travels to San Jose from his home in San
Mateo every weekend to clean up his property.
school children will clean sidewalks from 4th Street to
Highway 101.
A street sweeping program was proposed at a meeting
of the City Council Environment Committee last week.
Gary Liss. of the Environmental Management Office.
proposed to the committee a pilot program that would provide a one-time street sweeping between April and June in
1988.
However, at the meeting last week the committee
balked at funding a pilot program without assurances that a
regular program would follow immediately.
"I think the goal and objectives are laudable." councilwoman Patricia Sausedo said. "I don’t think we should
charge people for street sweeping until they can see the
street sweeping. People see it like being able to breath fresh
air, something that they should be entitled to.’

Harness designed to save pets
Animal seatbelts are nothing to bark about, designer says
SAN FRANCISCO (API Buckle up your beagle and strap in
your Siamese cat, says a man who
started making seat belts for pets after
his Yorkshire terrier was killed in a car
accident.
"This is not a pet rock kind of
thing.- according to Gary D. Murray.
not a yuppie thing. It’s to save
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animals’ lives."
"I had one lady who was complaining she didn’t like the color. I
said. ’Listen lady, it’s not for you. It’s
for the dog."
Murray. 38, recently received a
patent for his red "Pet Luv" harnesses
and is planning to mass-market the devices, which attach to regular car seat
belts and sell for $16.95.
The Reno. Nev., resident was in
San Francisco this week to show his
invention to the the local chapter of the
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals.
Chapter president Richard Avanzino said restraining devices such as
the seat belts are a good idea, even for
pets that enjoy traveling.
"We hear of an untold number of
incidents where dogs have jumped out
of windows or out of the backs of
pickup trucks, causing a serious traffic

No-smoking hazard
BOSTON API - Although the benefits of giving
up smoking are well known, doctors believe they have
identified the first apparent health hazard of kicking the
habit, an increased risk of a rare hut serious intestinal
disease called ulcerative colitis.
Their research also confirms that people who continue to smoke have a somewhat lower risk of the disease
than do those who never smoked.
However, they cautioned that their research does
not mean smokers should keep smoking because the
plusses of quitting still far outweigh this single minus.
"I thought about this and the co-authors also put
their heads together and tried to think of (another) illness
associated with quitting smoking, and we couldn’t come
up with anything." said Dr. Edward J. Boyko, who di-

hazard," Avanzino said.
"Not only can the pet be killed.
but it can cause a lot of human suffer
ing because of people having accidents
trying to avoid them."
Mark McGuire, executive director of the Nevada Humane Society.
said many accidents also are caused by
pets that interfere with drivers and distract them from the road.
In 1982. Murray was driving a
friend’s car in Nevada when a tire
SACRAMENTO (AP) --- The
blew and the car crashed into a tree.
the Assembly’s budget
Murray. who only a short time chairman of
committee Wednesday proposed cut
before had himself started wearing a
ting the sales tax by 2 cents and in
seat belt, suffered a cut on the head
creasing income and business taxes by
that required a few stitches. His dog.
$5.8 billion.
however, was thrown into the windThe plan, which would raise St
shield.
He said when he asked several billion extra a year for the state, would
veterinarians where he could get some- cut overall taxes for Californians hs
thing that works like a seat belt works $308 million because of increased fed
eral tax deductions.
for people, they suggested he make it.

Tax cut proposed

I

rected the study.
The study found that people who give up smoking
are twice as likely as those who never smoked to get ulcerative colitis.
For those who continue smoking, the risk is 40 percent lower than that laced by people who never smoked
About one in I ,(XX) Americans has ulcerative colitis. So despite the added risk among reformed smokers.
their odds of getting the ailment are still low.
The disease usually strikes people between ages
and 40.
The cause of ulcerative colitis, a chronic inflammation of the lining of the large intestine, is not known.S0inetimes the illness goes away by itself.
But if it lingers for years, the only effective therapy
is removal of the diseased part of the large intestine.
"The main value of this study is that it opens up
new areas for research into a disease that is a complete
enignia in medicine." Boyko said.

GNP growth looks meager
WASHINGTON (API - Economic growth sagged
in the closing months of 1986, inching upward at an annual rate of only 1.1 percent and yielding the slowest
growth rate for the full year since the last recession. the
government reported Wednesday .
The Commerce Department said the gross national
product. the broadest measure of the nation’s economic
health. grew by a meager 2.5 percent over the full year,
down from 2.7 percent growth in 1985 and a robust 6.4
percent in 1984.
It was the slowest growth since economic growth
actually fell 2.5 percent in the recession year of 1982.
Personal spending showed a rare decline in the revised figures for the last three months of the year.
according to the report. Business inventories were down
But there was a bright spot. The nation’s trade balance finally showed a long-awaited improvement with
import volume down and export volume sharply up.
President Reagan. asked about the report during a
picture -taking session with senators at the White House.
said only. "It wasn’t all that had."
The report pegged the nation’s total output of goods
and services in 1986 at $3.67 trillion. For the fourth
quarter. the GNP stood at an annual rate of $3.70 trillion.
The report was the second straight downward revision for the last quarter of 1986. Preliminary statistics
had pegged the growth at an annual rate of 1.7 percent
That was revised last month to 1.3 percent.
The newest revision. to 1.1 percent, yielded a
growth rate less than a half of the 2.8 percent annual rate
in the July -September quarter and was the weakest
showing since a barely discernible 0.6 percent rate in the
April -June quarter.
Still, economists said the figures showed little dramatic change in the state of the U.S. economy.
The economists pointed to a $4.1 billion downward
revision in business inventories, a cyclical figure that
can fluctuate without signaling deeper economic woes.
The trade figures showed exports of U.S. goods up
at an annual rate of 16.7 percent and imports down 0.5
percent during the quarter when measured in constant
dollars. Other reports, which measure current prices and
thus include inflation. have shown the opposite trend in
trade.
Personal spending dropped 0.4 percent during the
quarter, a significant measure since it accounts for about
two-thirds of the GNP and because the figure almost always shows at least some rise.

A first rate comedy
about a second
story woman

Burglar Party!
12:00 Midnight
Sat., March 20th

FREE T-SHIRT TO

SJSU Ski Club will hold sign ups
for the spring break trip to Whistler
today and tomorrow in front of the
Student Union.
A.S. Leisure Services will hold
sign ups for dance aerobics from 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. today at the Leisure
Services Office, next to the pub. Call
Donna Kaylor at 277-2858 for information.
.
A.S. Leisure Services will hold
sign ups for water fitness from 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. today at the A.S.
Business Office. Call Donna Kaylor at
277-2858 for information.
Community Committee for International Students will hold a conversation -in-English group from 1:30 to
3:30 p.m. today in the Administration
Building. Room 222. Call Muriel Andrews at 279-4575 for information.
Health Services will hold a seminar on testicular exams at II a.m. and
1 p.m. today in Health Services,
Room 2014. Call Oscar Battle at 2773622 or Eunice Solis at 277-3437 for
information.
Chicana Alliance will hold a
Cinco de Mayo meeting from 11:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. today at the Chicano Resource Center. Call Elaine Alvarado at 277-3106 for information.
Career Planning and Placement
will hold a "Careers in Chemistry"
seminar at 1:30 p.m. today and tomorrow at Duncan Hall. Room 505.
Campus Christian Center will
have an informal discussion meeting
from 2:30 to 3:15 p.m. today at Spartan Complex, Room 211.
The School of Engineering will

sponsor a seminar with Floyd Gelhaus
of EPRI on "Robots in Power Plant
Use." at 4 p.m. today in Sweeny Hall.
Room 100. Call Williamson at 2772499 for information.
Department of Math and Computer Science will sponsor a lecture on
"Mathematical Education in the Soviet Union,- at 4 p.m. today in MacQuarrie Hall, Room 324. Call Marilyn
at 277-2411 for information.
The Campus Ministry will hold a
Bible study in Vietnamese from 5:15
to 6:30 p.m. today in the Campus
Christian Center. Call Tien at 2701226 for information.
Korean Student Association will
hold a Korean Interest Study Group
meeting with guest speaker Dr. Norman Kim at 6 p.m. in the Student
Union Pacheco Room. Call Jung Hwa
at 942-8661 for more information.
MEChA will he stuffing folders
for "Raid Day" from 6 to 9 p.m
today at Walhquist Library Central.
2nd Floor Conference room. Call Carmelita at 277-2531 for information.
SJSU The Kwon Do Club will
hold a practice at 7 p.m. today at the
Spartan Complex. Room 75.
SJSU Karate Club will hold a
workout at 7:30 p.m. today in Spartan
Complex, Room 89.
The Associated Students Program
Board will present the film "Rude
Boy," at 9 p.m. today at Morris Dailey Auditorium.
SJSU Nursing Students Associa
lion will hold a substance abuse
workshop from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m torn
morrow in the Student Union Umun-
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hum Room. Call Rocque Fajardo .it
Karen Blair at (415) 854-4180 for in
formation.

I

The Korean Christian Fellowship
will hold its weekly Bible study from I
to 3 p.m. tommomvw in the Student
Union Guadalupe Room. Call El Kim
at 7714-1071 for information.

I BURGLAR

Career Planning and Placement
will hold a seminar. Interview II. from
1:30 to 3 p.m. tomorrow.
The San Jose Pre -Medical Students Association will hold a meeting
tommoreow 1:30 p.m. at Ihi ncan ILill.
Room 249.
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This Could Be Your Last
Chance for a Career With
KAY JEWELERS
Kay Jewelers operates 380 stores coast to
coast and is one of the largest jewelry
retailers in the United States.
We offer a professional
Career Development Program
and we believe in its results’
we promote 100% from with ’n,
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FREE Utilities
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Kay Jewelers will be recruiting
Manager Trainees on campus
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To find out more about
Kay Jewelers
contact your placement office.
DO IT TODAY!
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Associated Students Election 1987
Academic Senator

rnt
Student senators represent the student body on
the Academic Senate, the
policy -developing body of
the university. and on Senate committees. Student
senators each have one
vote. the same as their faculty and administrative
counterparts

Doren Troupe
Sr., Finance
REAL

Leah Cardona
Jr., Pol. Sci.
REAL

Celeste Gonzalez
Sr., Journalism
REAL

Ed Brumbaugh
Sr., Business
REAL

Patrick Greely
Sr., Ind. Tech.
ASAP

Simeon Aronson
Jr., Info.Res. Mgt.
ASAP

Frank A. Martin
Sr., Finance
ASAP

Why
should
students vote
tor you?

responsible for
Im
going to the students and getting
their opinions on issues.
Its important for me to
know the issues (and) the
mood of the campus . and most importantly. to bring all that inlormation hack with iv

/think I’m really representative ol students
on this campus because I’ve been acornmuter, I’ve lived on campus and I’ve lived off
campus near the school, so
I know what it’s like to be
each of those types.

Because I’m a journalism major. I
know what the importance of objectivity is.
I know that there is a diverse population at San
Jose State . . . and I’m
aware of that. I think I’d
he able to represent the
student population hest.

key note is conThe
cern. The university
is going through
some major changes in improvements and cutbacks.
We must always he conscious of the welfare of the
student body. I am concerned and steadfast on issues of student concern.

Student!. should vote
for me because I represent the student
body as a whole
the
commuter, the dorm resident most importantly.
any student who pays fees.
We represent responsible
spending.

/9.ve been a student
at SJSU for a long
time. I’m working
on my second bachelor degree. so I’m familiar with
a couple of different programs I have a real interest in student needs. I’d
just like to sec students arc
encouraged to learn.

Ifeel I will gie them a
fair representation on
the board. the Academic Senate.

are your
QWhat
I/ priorities for
managing and
pen nig student money’’

money in the
The
A.S. budget Is stir
dent money. 01
course. and I think it
should go to organizations
that . . . show that they.
have a need. They should
also demonstrate how they
are going to spend the
lllll ney.

First priority would be
if any money is
going to he spent. it
should he spent on things
which are going to he
known to the students. I
think that (the money)
should he spent on cultural
and educational activ lies.

not
enough
Ithink
money is being spent
right now in terms of
trying to clean up the campus for ((isles. I think
more money should he
put . . -recruiting minority
students. Black and native
American enrollment continues to decline.

This is an issue that
requires careful and
judicious decision
making. A balance must
he maintained between the
sources of funding and the
activities and programs. . supported by them.
The bottom line is what is
hest for the student body.

party. ASAP.
Myand I will give
the student body
more productive spending.
We will lower the student
fees and at the same time
provide so much more
than the REAL party could
ever dream of providing.
We’ll do this using only
half of what REAL. used.

far as our party
Asplatform goes, we
want to help a lot of
the extra -curricular programs at SJS. like the
sports programs and other
student services, and work
with the Spartan Store in
bringing prices down if we
can.

tty much to cut
down a lot of the
paper work in the
A.S. business office ini
order to handle the stusfent requests properly..
And I don’t feel we should
have to increase student
fees that much. We’ll
manage the money better.

What problem.
and challenges
do you foresee
or your office over the
coming year?

Q

is definitely a
Parking
problem: the transisinat ton problem on
the campus is ridiculous.
Apath) is still a major
issue. I’d want to investigate ways to motivate people and to just make students aware of the issues.

/know San Jose State
has a lot of problems
right now
parking -- . . . things like
that. I think that right now
the REAL party is really
strong, and we work so
well together that I think
any problems . . we
could just work together to
solve them.

of the chalOne
lenges would be to
try and represent
the students as hest I
could. Also, dealing with
the administration and
overseeing their policies
and making sure they are
looking towards spending
money.

university’s
The
problems are the
student’s problems.
We are facing major financial challenges. The challenge is to seek a solution
that works best
. and
not to chop off the arms
and legs of the student
body to lighten the load.

must produce a
Weprogram hoard
which will not be
a vacuum of A.S. funds
like last year’s board was.
Textbook prices must he
lowered. Most importantly, we must lower the
student fee to $10 a semester.

of the chalOtie
lenges would be if
the new party
comes in, it will he our
duty to win the respect of
the students and prove to
them that we have their interests at heart. And that’s
the reason we’re running
is to help the students.

probably these Monday/Wednesday
classes. (President
Gail Fullerton) said there
aren’t going to he an In.re
Monday/Wednesday
classes, so students are
going to have to go to
class on Friday. I can see a
lot of students not having
class Fri4141),,

How do you
. perceive your
role within the
9he
A
. and t university?

role is to he a
Myrepresentative of
student. I would
he working with [acuity
members. dealing with
academic issues and to do
that I think I’d need to he
well informed and I believe I’m capable of that.

/would he the representative or the students.
and make sure that I
knew what they wanted
and to make the activities
and the things which are
going on known to the students.

Iperceive my role as a
person that is very objective. willing to
learn and outspoken in that
representing the students.
I would get their voice
heard arming the administration as a student representative.

Iwill he the student’s
representative in the
university policy planning. and as such. I will he
the eyes and ears of the
students. More importantly, though. I’ll he a
concerned and persistent
voice of the student body.

Academic SenAsator. I represent the
voice of the student
body of San Jose State
University on all issues
which are brought to vote.
It is essential that the Academic Senator takes a
strong, strong stand on
providing services.

role as an AcaIsee my
demic Senator is working with the instructors, having a lot of
contact with them, and
communicating to them
the idea that learning is the
first priority. They should
he encouraged to do that.

Within the A.S
and the university. probably
working together as a team
on certain issues making
sure we’re all agreeing.
being consistent with one
goal in mind.

Q

Candidates
question
fee repeal

Ethnic Affairs

FORUM, from page I

’Die director nit ethnic al fairs serves as
a liaison between the Associated Students
and minority student groups. including
Asian. black, Hispanic and Native American students.
The director reports to the board on
decisions, proposed changes and policy affecting minority students and is expected to
keep a current knowledge of SJSU and California State University affirmative action
and financial aid policies and procedures.

Ariel Cruz
Jr., Finance
REAL

Guillermo Campos
Sr., Computer Science
HOG

Lu Nguyen
Soph., Ind. & Systems Eng.
ASAP

m very aware of the cultural scene. I
I9 know a lot about the needs and
wants of the Filipino community.
the Chinese community. I’m involved
with Asian Business League, which comprises all of the Asian groups. After talking
to them, it tells me what kind of problems
they are confronting.

Iwant to make them aware of student af- .
firmative action policies and procedures. such as the Educational Opportunity Program. which most people
probably don’t know about. It’s not just It
the disadvantaged or the economicall, ,I,
advantaged, it’s for everybody. And I
to make them aware of the student aid
that’s available.

Irepresent the minority, coming from a
country such as Vietnam and being
raised in an environment having that
type of minority feeling and background,
and also participating in organizations like
International Club. lam able to identify
more with the minority feelings.

Scholarships. That’s the first thing that
comes to my mind, for those who are
financially in need . . . doing successful academically. III had a choice hetween if they had basically the same GPA I
would problahly choose the one who had a
lower income background.

Ithink I would spend it on informing
people about financial aid and student
affirmative action, basically. Those are
my two priorities.

Ike! that the student funds should only
he used for things that will build up the
school, like education and certain types
of sports that would enhance the school.
not just any sport. Of course, football
should he helped a lot. I’m all out for foot hall. But I’m also against little things like
spending student funds on many unnecessary artworks and things like that.

problems and challenges
QWhat
do you foresee for your office
over the coming year?

give awareness. Because of the inToflux of products coming in from Asia
and South America. . . . we should
he more aware of . . economic problems
and social problems that will be afflicted
because ol the growing needs. I would like
to try to get more ’tithe minorities involved
in political views It seems that we arc
going to he the future leaders of tomorrow

probably lust reaching out to people
There seems to he a lot of student apathy towards even voting for elections. So overcoming the apathy, trying to
get students to learn about what’s available
to them -- the resources in EOP and finan
cial aid -- is really something. It’s pmhably going to he very difficult.

/don’t really see any problems unless
they don’t want me in office. But I’m
able and willing to serve them.

do you perceive your role
QHow
within the A.S. and the university"

m a translator, a coummunicator, a
/9 representative for the minority
groups. I will represent them to the
hest of my knowledge and to try to tell the
A S. hoard what the needs and the wants
are of the minorities

in
/think it’s essential. I think there’s got
he someone there to inform people
about student financial aid policies and
the student affirmative action. I think thosc
are my main student concerns. My job de
scription is to make people aware of student financial aid and student affirmative
action policies If Iran keep those two
things it v4411 keep mc busy enough

role in the A.S. would most
Myprobably he to serve, that’s all it
would he --- I’d he there to serve
the students. I’m not there to tell them what
to do. I’m there to serve them. And within
the university I’m here to learn like everyone else.

QWhy
you9.

Q

.

should students vote for

What are your priorities kw
fining and spending student
money?

Ma-

"I hope we don’t have to make the cuts,"
said REAL vice presidential candidate Terry
McCarthy. "But if we do. we’ll have to cut
every program by 44 percent.
Paul Romero. vice presidential candidate
for ASAP. looked at the cuts from a different
perspective.
"REAL raised the fees by 80 percent at
the end of last semester. They did so with a
special election that had only 900 of the 27,000
students on campus voting," he said.
"We want to return funding to where it
was at. We want people to say no to groups that
aren’t benefiting all of San Jose State. We
want groups to he self-supporting."
HOG vice presidential candidate Craig
Van DeVooren said his organitation was
against the fee repeal.
"We haven’t heard of a lot of groups on
campus that are for the fee decrease, so we are
not going to support it until a lot of people are
for it," he said.
Susan Chargin, ASAP presidential candidate, said the party’s main concern was the
process used to increase the fees.
’’We object to the way in which the 80
percent increase was passed," she said. "The
election was not properly publicized. It was an
election without proper representation. And
then the hoard raised its salaries by 50 percent."
Mike McLennan. REAL presidential candidate, disagreed with Chargin.
"It was properly done." he said. "It was
passed with a majority vote.
ASAP controller candidate Steve Cressy
expressed his reason for wanting the fee repealed:
"I’m tired of people paying for an 80 percent increase that does not beneift them," he
said. "We want everybody to he represented,
not just the groups that are vocal."
REAL controller candidate Victoria Johnson spelled out what the fee decrease would do
to the budget.
"If the $8 fee was imposed, the hoard
would lose S418,000 that’s a lot of money."
she said. "We would have no choice hut to go
the (Instnicturally Related Activities account)
for cuts.’’
Harry Fabian. HOG controller candidate.
answered Cressy’s complaint about groups not
being adequately represented.
"If you don’t go for money, that’s your
tough luck," Fabian said.
However, the fee decrease was not the
only issue.
Chargin said if she was elected she would
push for a decrease of prices in the Spartan
bookstore.

lady
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Associated Students Election 1987
Student Rights and Responsibility

’[he director ot student rights and responsibilities is expected to qihmit proposals to the Associated Studs:ins Board of
Directors initiating changes and proposing
policy in the student rights and responsihlities area.
The director serves as a liaison between the AS., the university ombudsman
and the disciplinary bodies of the university.
The office holder, in coordination
with the director of communications, promotes awareness of the legal and academic
responsibilities of students and the grievance procedures available to them.
Why should students vote for

Bob Gunter

Intercultural Affairs

The Associated Students director of
intercultural affairs represents the A.S. on
the Intercultural Steering Committee.
serves as a liaison to international student
groups and the International Center, and
reports to the A.S. board decisions concerning and proposed policies affecting
SJSU’s international students.

Dina Braun
Fr.. Aeronautics
ASAP

Political Science
REAL
They should vote for me because I am
experienced individual within the
Associated Students and I have a
good track record of working on student issues with a reasonable degree of success
that I can stand behind, and I can apply
that knowledge in the new position.

/think the main thing I want to say is
that I work well as a mediator between
the various groups of students. I think
that is going to help me with student rights
and responsibilities because I work well
with people.

QWhy
,00

are your priorities for maand spending student
0 money?

Basically. two things need to he considered and they’re always present
when your spending money. They
are needs of your program and the amount
of revenues available for them. Whether
that he one individual club or whether that
be the entire CSU budget or state budget.
Those are the ones that need to he maintained in the budget and the program.

spending money, basically. I want
For
to get it so that we save more money
Basically, we’re just promoting re
sponsible spending through a represent.,
live government.

Q

What problems and challenges
do you foresee for your office
* over the coming year?

probably the greatest
From toy office,
challenge is going to he to bring a
new awareness of what the policies
are, and how they are made and how important it is that students he involved in
that process of making policy governing
their relationship with the university. The
(’SSA and university governing body arc
not generally understood.

problems and challenges I think basically are getting out to the students
that they are able to conic in and ask
questions of us and that we will be prepared to answer the questions

Q

How do you perceive your role
within the A.S. and the um, er
sity?

position does not have a large
The
amount of set -in -stone duties. I plan
to play (the role) by serving on some
committees where that would he appropriate, by providing support to the efforts . . . going on in the CSSA. and by
adding another voice . . . that will be raising student’s awarness of the relationship
between students and the university.

Basically. I want to let students know
what is going on. If I get elected I’ll
try to do a really good job in getting
information out to students about what we
have to offer them.

you?
Q

QWhat

[’aging

Quynh Giao Bui
Jr., Info. Resource Mgt
REAL

should students vote for

mainly because I have experience.
I’m the president of the Vietnam
ese Student Association right
now. Another (reason) is, (since) lam a
foreigner. I feel that I can relate to intercultural students better. Hopefully. I can
understand them more than other people

Q

What are your priorities for managing and spending student
money?

I know it. the managing and
Asspending ot students money is the
(responsibility of the) whole A.S.,
and what I would try to do is help the club
that has more needs and would give San
Jose State a better name or will boost San
Jose State’s popularity.

Q

What problems and challenges
do you foresee for your office
over the coming year"

problem is that most of the time
Myforeign students are very passive
towards any political things and I
think that my toughest goal is to let them
to he aware of how A.S. works and what
A.S. can do for them and let them just
come to A.S. if they need help.

I) ow do you perceive your role
;thin the A.S. and the univer-

director of intercultural affairs is
The
responsible for bringing (together)
the steering committees and also relating to other intercultural groups I hope
lean bring all of them together and let
them know each other. Mainly. I want iii
bring them together.

HIS’

Party objects to paper’s non -coverage
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CARROLL, from page I
to set, c the readers and to ir) and v.en
is 11(1Kit
goes around ,ampaigiling
Carroll said the HOG party would taus," he said. "They are here to in- crate higher turnout at the elections.
body.
student
to
the
form
not change its platform statements
"We did not think that by print"To refuse to give us coverage is
get coverage from the Spartan Daily.
The editorial stated further: "the entirely contradictory to what a news- ing that photo (of Van De Vooren
Spartan Daily refuses to assist some paper is for because it is selectively wearing a plastic pig snout) or some 01
the responses we’ve been getting
candidates from (HOG) in making a omitting news." he said.
(from the HOG party) we’d he doing
Daily editor Scott Hamilton said
mockery of the Associated Students
any service for
For
elections.
our readers," he
that reason we
said.
pulled an interDaily
adview with that
viser Bill Tillingparty’s candidate
who
has
adhast,
for vice presivised
the
dent."
newspaper
for
A photo of
nine years. said
HOG candidate
he cannot reCraig Van De
member any simVooren ran next
ilar action by a
to the editorial. It
previous editorial
showed Van Dr
board.
Vooren, who is
I think the
running for A.S.
body
Carroll,
student
Dave
president.
vice
would
he better
sungwearing
HOG presidential candidate
served
if the
lasses and a plasviews of the
tic pig’s snout.
Van De Vooren’s comments and he stands behind the editorial staff’s (HOG) candidates were displayed."
photo were rejected by the Daily’s edi- judgement.
Tillinghast said. "But I can also un"The basis of how we came to derstand the editors’ viewpoint."
torial staff for Wednesday’s A.S. elecour decision is that we’re doing a servtion coverage.
SJSU Prof. Diana Stover, who
The editorial action was "very ice for the candidates by covering teaches media law and ethics, said the
them," Hamilton said. "We’re put- Daily is not obligated to cover all A.S
short-sighted," Van De Vooren said.
"For (the editorial staff) to make ting out a lot of space for this coverage candidates
and we want it to he quality coverage
us
like
decisions about how a group
Unlike the broadcasting media.

It was a joke to begin
with, (but) we still
deserve our
space . . . if only just
for the fact that we are
providing a humorous
alternative . ’

Conviction overturned;
no Hispanic jurors cited
An appelSANTA ANA (AP)
late court overturned the second-deof
a
La Habra
gree murder conviction
man on grounds he was denied a fair
trial because his jury included no Hispanics.
In a 25 -page ruling. the 4th District Court of Appeal reversed the 1983
conviction of Gilberto Mora in a 1982
poker-game shooting. Mora had been
sentenced to 17 years to life in prison.

time in as many years that the court
has overturned a Fitzgerald ruling
based on his conduct during a criminal
trial. It had earlier reversed the 1985
attempted -murder conviction of a
woman, ruling that Fitzgerald’s "unjustified abuse" of the woman’s attorney deprived her of a fair trial.

iL

New Hampshire
Cal Poly-SLO

comply
with the "fairness doctrine," she said.
The Federal Communications
Commission doctrine says broadcasters "have an affirmative duty to he
fair" and should allow all candidates
an equal opportunity for coverage because of "limited spectrum space."
she said.
"Ethically, you could go either
way on (the editorial board’s decision)." she said.
Michael P. McLennan, Responsible Alliance candidate for A.S. president. said he supported the editorial
the punt media do not hae to

stall’’. decision
"The A.S. elections are not
something to be considered very
lightly," McLennan said. "You have
to he willing to make a definite commiument to your fellow students."
Susan Chargin. ASAP candidate
for A.S. president. also said she agreed with it.
"However. I think it is the job of
the Daily to cover all the candidates,"
Chargin said. "On the other hand I can
see that they are not serious, and I
would like to see someone who can do
a good job and support the students."

GRE
Call days, eves, or weekends
(415) 327084!
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Ms. Manoukian, now a Municipal Court judge in Santa Clara. denied
any of Mora’s jurors were excluded
because they were Hispanic.

The opinion stated that Orange
County Superior Court Judge Robert
Fitzgerald and Deputy District Attorney Patricia Manoukian didn’t adequately justify their reasons for excluding
Hispanics from the jury.

"I was just looking for commonsense people who had the life experience and good judgment to understand
the complex issues in a homicide
trial," she said.

Justice Thomas Crosby expressed
concern over the defendant’s claim
that Fitzgerald was guilty of "prejudicial misconduct" during the trial.
The reversal marks the second

Fitzgerald called the appellate
court liberal and said a new state Supreme Court would likely reverse the
4th District Court’s decisions "as
many times as they’ve reversed mc."

Last Home Meet

SJSU WOMEN’S
GYMNASTICS
Spartan Gym at 4th 6 San Carlos

Adults $3 SJSU Students $1
Funded by Associated Students
For Information Call
14081277.F ANS
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Spartans to face
’Dogs and ’Cats
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Weekend splits leave team at 8-8
By John Bagley
Daily stall writer

the mediocre, early season performances of the Spartan
softball team (8-8. 2-6 in the PCAA)
Coach Kathy Strahan leek the team is
lust starting to come into form.
’Everything is just starting to fall
together I or
SIEWIES said. "If we
can continue to play sound hall and get
clutch hitting, we will start to win
most of the time.’’ Strahan said.
This Saturday the team travels to
Fresno for a pair with the Fresno State
Bulldogs. ranked I I th in the nation.
Despite

Softball
Then it’s hack to PAL Field on Sunday
to host the 12th -ranked Northwestern
Wildcats (Evansville. 111.1.
According to Strahan, the upcoming games will he difficult .
"Playing the 11th- and 12th ranked teams hack -to-hack will he
tough for us." Strahan said. "Hopefully we can take advantage early, stay
away from the mental mistakes and
produce some clutch hits.
Strahan said Sunday’s matchup
with Northwestern will he quite interesting. In a sense it will he a homecoming for both clubs.
Northwestern has three players
from San Jose and four more from the
Bay Area. Many of the players from
both schools grew up together and
played on the same high school team.
Last week SJSU split iwo doubleheaders. one Friday with UNLV and
one Sunday with Long Beach State.
The games were supposed to he played
Thursday and Saturday, however, due
to rain the games were moved back.
Under PCAA rules all conference
games must he made up within 48
hours
In the first game against UNLV
the Spartans lost 3-1, with the only
Spartan run production coming in the
bottom of the second. In that inning,
SJSU center fielder Lisa Ferrante singled home Angie Laolagi. giving the
Spartans an early 1-0 lead.
The lead would not last, however, as the Rebels would produce
three runs. two in the fourth inning and

one in the sixth, that deflated a chance
for Spartan victory. SJSU pitcher Gale
Dean (34) absorbed the loss.
According to Strahan. the loss
was due to mental mistakes.
"We made three foolish menial
errors in that game," Strahan said. "I
almost feel as though we handed
Vegas the win."
In the second game of the twin
hill, the Spartans regrouped and heat
the Rebels 4-1). Although the Spartans
had only five hits, the hits came at the
right limes, with runners in sconng position.
"We had five hits, yet produced
four runs." Strahan said. "That is a
sign of good clutch hitting. After the
problems in the first game I was real
happy to take the second."
The Spartans also stayed away
from the crucial errors that hurt them
in the first game. In the second game

’Everything is just
starting to fall together
for us.’
Kathy Strahan,
SJSU softball coach
,
SJSUs defense was errorless, which
helped pitcher Dawn Hilgenhurg improve her record 10 4-3.
On Sunday the Spartans faced another PCAA rival. the 16th -ranked
Long Beach State 49ers. The Spartans
split the doubleheader with the 49ers.
losing the first 5-4 and bouncing hack
in the second to win 2- I.
Strahan was happy with her
team’s ability to stay with Long Beach
pitch for pitch.
"I am happy to know that we
have the ability to stay with, and heat,
a nationally ranked team." she said.
"If it wasn’t for a few mental mistakes
we could have won both games."
In the first game the Spartans attacked early, scoring three runs in the
bottom of the second inning and adding one more insurance run in the
third. As it turned out, four runs were
not enough.
In the top of the fifth inning the

.
^

Cralij hi 0 0r

Spartan shortstop Suzy Sheets rounds third against Cal Poly -Pomona
earlier this month. After spitting doubleheaders with UNI.V and I,ong
49ers rallied, scoring two runs. With
an SJSU loss staring Strahan in the
face, she went to the mound in the top
of the sixth, pulling out Dean and replacing her with Hilgenburg.
As it turned out, Hilgenhurg was
unable to get the job done. The 49ers
scored two more runs to tie the game at
four. Long Beach then got another run
in the top of the seventh to make the
score 5-4, and SJSU was unable to
score in the bottom half of the inning.
Hilgenburg was hung with the loss.
In the second game. the Spartans
played stead,: and consistent. and !ood

enough to heal the nationally ranked
49ers 2- I .
Long Beach attacked early, scoring in the first inning when Kathy
Newberry singled home teammate
Debbie Shifter who had walked to lead
off the inning. Falling behind 1-0.
however, would not crack the Spartans.
In the bottom half i4 the second.
SJSU rallied to score two runs and
took the lead for gotx1. Although they
made three errors, solid defense was
what kept the 49ers from a possible
game -winning rally.

SJSU routs Dons, ends losing streak
tt

\lark I.

Daily staff writer

The SJSU baseball team scored
II runs in the third inning of their nonleague baseball game against the University of San Francisco Tuesday.
mostly because of the Dons’ poor
pitching and fielding.
In that inning, they got only four
hits while receiving four walks and
having another four batters hit by a
pitch. The USE defense contributed to

Baseball
the Spartan cause, committing two errors.
"We’ll take the runs any way we
can get them, SJSU left fielder Rick
Anderson said. "We’re not picky how
we %COW...

The II runs led the Spartans (168) to a 20-7 win over the Dons at Municipal Stadium, snapping a four-game
losing streak.

Going into the bottom of the third
with the score knotted at one, designated hitter Todd Eagen opened the inning by getting hit by a pitch. It was
the second time Eagen was hit by a
pitch in the game.
Second baseman Chris Lasaca
then stroked a single to center. First
baseman Fernando Viera followed
with a sharp single to center to score
Eagen. Lasaca was out attempting to
go to third on the play. Then the Dons’
wild pitching and poor fielding took
over.
A walk, two throwing errors, a
hit hatter and a run scored forced USF
to pull starting pitcher Wayne Richelle
for Joe Morello.
The change was good news for
the Spartan hitters who had imuble
picking up Richelle’s pitches due to
his submarine -style delivery.
"Richelle had me baffled with his
strange motion," Anderson said. "I’m
used to see the pitches coming from
over the top -- not down under."

Morello entered the game with
the bases loaded, and left the game
four batters later with the bases still
loaded. During his stint, four more
runs scored.
Of the four hatters he faced, only
one, Rob Thomas, made contact.
Thomas hit two foul halls. Two hatters
walked and two others were hit by a
pitch.
Dan Urban then replaced Morello. Al first, it looked like nothing
changed as Urban walked the first hatter he faced. Lasaca.
Viera then ended the Spartan hitting drought" ripping a double to
left -center to score two.
Anderson’s double down the left
field line scoring Lasaca and Viera
closed out the third inning scoring parade.
USF had a chance to take the lead
in the top of the third before the Spartan onslaught. hut Mike Oliva was
gunned down at the plate as he tried to
score on a single 10 center.

Spartans top Cal Poly
The SJSU track team (2-11 used a
balanced attack to defeat Cal Poly
93-70 last weekend in San Luis
Obispo.
The Spartans received 44 points
from its track contingent and 49 from
its field athletes to coast to victory

Track and Field
over the Mustangs. Top individual
performances for the Spartans in
eluded:
A sweep of the top-three places in
the shot put and discus events; Neil
Leonard winning the hammer throw.
Terry Caner placing first in the 400 -

Meer sprint; a first -place finish by the
400-meter relay team of Terry Dun
can. Demetrius Carter, David Villalo
boy and Fred Payton. Duncan winning
the long jump and an impressive effort
by steeplechasers Tim Williams and
Mike Matthews
SJSU heads to Berkeley for a
meet Saturday against the powerful
Golden Bears, Weber State, Sac State
and Nevada -Reno.

Professional
Resumes
OVERNIGHT

SPECIAL N5IC&FISOPIN000 SUE

109
plus

..Xlier USF scored a run in the
fourth, SJSU came hack with five run,
in the fifth, highlighted by Anderson’,
three -run homer to left and Vernieses
two-run double to the base of the wall
in left -center.
"II feels good to win again.Vemiest said. "We lost some tough
games, and it’s nice to get some mo
mentum going again."
Al Bacosa (5-1) went the first liv
innings to get the win for SJSU. IL.
gave up two runs on seven hits, strik
ing out four and walking one.
Jim Bowles, Matt Christian and
Frank Gomez went the final four innings to close 1111i ihe ernie

come of 5th & William
1 black math .17th It, Gang*
Nomomommom
293-4154
mom amoomon

Beach State last weekend, SJSU heads to Fresno State for a pair Saturday and comes home Sunday for two with Northwestern.
"Defensively we have played
fairly well all year. It (defense) along
with Dawn’s performance was what
allowed us to take this game," Strahan
said.
Hilgenhurg’s six -hit pitching perlOrmance improved her season record
to 5-4.
So far this season. the SJSU
pitching staff of Ifilgenhurg and Dean
have compiled an incredible ERA of
I .00 after 16 games. Despite this impressive feat, there is an even brighter
statistic on the Spartan softball team.
SJSU third baseman Tiffany Cor-

nelius leads the PCAA with a .530 batting average.
According to Strahan an achievment like this is amazing.
"If you lead the PCAA in any
category, you might as well say you
lead the nation." Strahan said. "This
is the hest conference in the nation.
When you consider the way Tiffany is
performing it is just phenomenal." With the season not quite halfway
over Strahan feels her team is coming
together - hut there still remains a
difficult schedule ahead

BIOKO
Great Prices
- Party Atmosphere
Beach Fun
Cultural Experience
Spring Break Packages are still available.

No Fee for our Service
Discount Airline Tickets
Spring Break Vacations
Cruises and Tours
Special Student Deals

335S llthSt
Between San Carlos
and San Salvador
(408) 9770799

-

NIGHT
BIG BeSHOT
A Big Shot . . .
Buy a round of drinks for your friends!

THURSDAY
NIGHT
CINEMA
PRESENTS

RUDE BOY
with
THE CLASH
Any flavored well Schnapps
500 a shot!
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The Academic Senate approved a new policy on Monday requiring that SJSU researchers using animal subjects in
their work submit a rationale for the experiments to the Institutional Cure and Use Committee.
The committee will review whether the experiments
are redundant and will enlist specialists from other schools
if no committee member has expertise in the area in question. Policy guidelines require all experiments involving
tive animals to he supervised by a qualified scientist and the
housing, feeding and care of all experimental animals to be
supervised by a competent scientist or qualified veterinarian.
k.
San Jose police arrested a suspect in connection with
the March 7 stabbings of two SJSU students. Louis Marsue,. 19, was arrested on March 14 and is in custody for
two counts of assault with a deadly weapon.
Michael John Gloss. who was stabbed in the leg, was
treated and released from San Jose Hospital. Patrick Sean
Dougherty was stabbed in the chest and admitted to the hospital in critical condition. As of Tuesday. his condition was
listed as stable, according to a hospital spokeswoman.

Sports
The SJSU women’s tennis team beat the Menlo College team on Monday with a score of 5-4. This match ended
a six -match Spanan losing streak.

Calling the SJS administration one that "ignores the
student body government and the interests of the students,’
Bill (’lark. ASH vice president and student council chairman, has submitted his written resignation to the council.
ASH President Vic Lee said yesterday he has not yet
received a copy of the letter and will not accept the resignation until he does.
Lee told the Daily. "Ifs unfortunate that he had to resign with just two months to go in office. It’s not a surprise
to me that he did resign since he has reiterated in public several times that he will join the service on April 26."
Clark states in the resignation letter that he changed his
mind when "it became clear to me that I had become in a
meaningless position which was wasting my time and bring
ing only frustration and resentment as a reward."

CHILD ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM Enhance personal a profutile.’ growth as Volunteer In,
tern in world renowned local
program
Counseling
support
services admin riots processing,
public awareness. tund.ralsing,
etc Ell & mono-iinguel ell majors grad 8 under.. Experience from clerical to post -grad.
Intro-to -extrovert WE NEED YOU
Near campus ICEF PO Box
952. S J 95108, call 280-5055
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL PL AN
Enroll now’ Save your teeth. eye.
and mo.y IOC For information
and brochure see A S Mar or
call (408)371 6811

AUTOMOTIVE
1 bathievany
, you
This
II on
ir.iy is

110 PLYMOUTH ARROW’ Almost new
engine with only 300 miles on It
Need to sell because family has
too many cern S1700 or best offer
cell 277-8065

.ni

FIREBIRD FORMUL A.4 spd. 305
emtm cassette, grt running cond
New clutch. $3500(415)9668836

’74 KHARMAN GHIA Sono body work
.eded S2800 bo. call 277-2176
between ilarn-Sprn

COMPUTERS
WE

dway
,ming
ins a

Sell IBM COMPATIBLE coon.
putter XT complete system for
1670. AT complete system for
$1195 PC.COM. computer & ...ones 404 S 3rd Si cor.r of
San Salvador 295.1606 We accept Vise or MC

FUTONS’, CREATE YOUR own living
& sleeping space with our futons
?

& frames Customs Futons & Pillows Pius, 900 5 Win.
chaster Blvd (betwn Moorpark &
WIlliarns)San Jose 296-8161 10%
Discount on futons w ed
OWN

A

NEW

GRAND

10-spud for Nes than
$85. MHC Bicycle Sales offers
love -cost IrensportstIon needs for
the student All sakes final 30 day

waren’. Days 942-7736. Eves’
293-4780 ask tor Jost

HELP WANTED
ADVERTISING. MARKETING ASSISTANTS mIsc office duties for
local mechanical contr.’. PIT
emil,5 5
AIRLINES

. sten Immed 280-7400
CRUISE L INF S

HIRING’

Sumner
Career
Good
Pay
Trevel Call tor guide. cassette.
newsservice, (916)944-4444 120
AUDGET ANALYST (INTERN) Imnie‘, Ole% part time 00-30 hrs vel0 con.
st
.
y

tract openings exist for second
year grad students with degree In
Accounting. FIPublic Adrnin
nonce. Economics or Political

;T,

Science, to assist in prep and
analysis of sinnual budged Salary
$O 00 hr
Assignment
ends
131 87 Call Bob Turk at 14081
277-4204 for Interviews or bring

I

resume to City of Ssn Jose Per.
manna Dept
801 N First St
Room 207, San Jose, Ca 95110

RIVERS POSITIONS" Pert time-Avis
’
Rent A Car la now accepting sppliceflons at C’s San Jose Airport
location Please apply at 1455
N E Airport Blvd NONNI, Rem
,

and 4pni. Monday through Fridey

OPERATORS
PROC
LHAUST
NEEDED at VARIAN Full time,
weekend shift (Friday, Saturday.
Sunday Mondayl Requires U S
cilleenship. a technical onenta
Con end good record keeping
Skills Call Ii, el (415) .93-1800.
let 445
OENERAI OFFICE PHONE answerer
Small office Jeans ok PT FT
$3 50 55 in Call Greg at 998-9672
:
GRAPHICS STUDENT needed for display Sad aign 56 hr for 10 him
Cell Diane st 286-9790
JOSS. JOBS’ JOBS’ ideal for students Join our ;marketing stab
Take new and renewal megazi.
.
’

orders by phone Mon Weds &
Sat & Sun Outstending earning
potential Call 370-9090

94111%00M FILING
;

are plus Some ev.Ing
seat
end positions are valleble &
sot. flexibility is allowed during
tInel exams In eddellon. If you

its qtr or semester During your
winter. spring & especially summer brans kill tim. work Is avail
Call ledey tor Into San interview.
or call Mon -Fri - bee.. 104.
2pin 275-9885 It the if. Is busy
please be patient 8 try again An
equal opportunity company
PART TIME GENERAL OFFICE ASST
Vaned dull., evening & ram.
ends. flexible hours Coll Debby.
Janet at 296-7393
PART TIME JOBS.

We market auto
club memberships for the ma1o,
oil company’s Part-tirne. usy
houro weekly paychecks $7 to
$15 hourly commission, complete
training provided

Ci IRK ME PT FT
hours
Flexible
$4 50-55 75 hr
I egible handwriting. call 292
9424

STUDENT SAI SPERIMAKETING
SON to call on our grocery More
mils Check shelf dieplays, retell
C11
starting
Mtn
eupport

encte for your resume R C SMITH
CORP

247.0570

PART TIME SALES, Resume and writing service emollient commis’Ions Bay Area’s most experienced Student discounts Career
C.ter at 243-4070
PART TIME WAITRESS needed for
evenings and or weekends Call
Mac at Mineto’ 9989711

phers
No experience needed.
Ask for Kim Torn at 3774800
PHOTOGRAPHER NEEDED for cresting eds. developing & blowing
up mous belt for 10 hrs
Diana at 288-9790

011116NT6TION SERVICES STUDENT
ASSISTANT position avail.*
Wonu with the design 11
...bon of summer orientation
15
$4 SO S4 90 hr
programs
201. wit during spring ...ter
& full time &rung the summer
Applications & further inform*
Con evadable in the Student Ac
thrtlies & Services Office. CAE
Bldg Apply by March 70
PAINT AMERICA" Student painters
lull time greet opportunity Call
now’ Chuck at 292 0730 16 S7 hr
Ufl TIME RETAIL NEL Pr,
Nebo.’ enn preparing tor Spring

Call

PROMOTER

PHOTOGRAPHER

looking for young adults who
want career In the MODEL ING
profession Call Howerd for rur thee Into 723-4096
RED EYE Is eager to interview for an
asst mor PT In our Oskridge &
Sunnyvele Mal Stores Will work
around school schedule. but
must be able to open 2 morns a
WI, Non smokers interested in
the ercitement of gala high fashion clothing Nora el 227-3862
Full
OFFICERS"
SECURITY
time pan time, all shifts We will
train

Apply In person Mon -Fri
Nim-tipm 260 Mandl. An., San
Jose. call 166-5880
WILLIAMS looking for
someone with gOCKI concept of
colors inside saes or wallpaper.

SHERWIN

paint. blinds & carpet
10-20
hours ark
15 hr Sat -Sun. call
Nick or Scott at 723-7767
STUDENT

ASSISTANT PROGRAM.
MER needed to design
cornpu
?mixed raglatretion 6 accounting
program for Orientation Services

using DBase III Salary negotiable
depending on skills and experience Hours ?legible Apply by
4 1 87 in the Student Activities Of-

TEACH OVERSEAS’ For a tree brochure pies. sand
seit.1dressed stomped ...pia to
Friends of World Teaching, PG
Hoe 1049, San Diego, Ca 92112.
1049 Gradueting seniors should
apply now,
TEL EMARKFTING
/VI pen time

START

TODAY.

ENG.@

hours
$4 Sr to start
commission &
bonus A national carpel cleaning
company le looking for enthusies
Ilc persons to help expend Its Boy
area

operetion

Call

now

NM

WE NEED EXPERIENCED lotus Goa
to help crest* accts Payed* system Call Diana al 786-9790

13611 Call 971-1335 01 5.1 or atik
ter 14.1 at 288-370010.1

Services OM., CAE Bldg
89 VW BUG

10k now tsctory tang
broke. tires. see.. etc , maintained receipts St 500. 288-8730

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE HOUSING, Neer San
Jo. State for students Don’t
hes.la parking vies to school
free whin., monthly dim Fully
turnished. color
TV VCR end
housekeeping service Shared or
single room. ea... Office 72
N 5th St cell 996-0234
FEMALE

ROOMMATE
NEEDED,
*VAR April let-Cypnisa Pk wets.
r 3 titil Own nn In
$265 too

T,-if

BARE IT ALL, Slop shaving. waxing,
tweezing or using chemical 0.111.
tone. let me permanently remove your unwanted hair Ichin,
bikini tummy. moustache. Mc)
15 percent discount to students

non-smoker Call 258-5823
STUDIO APT, 1 miles NORTH of cam-

ROOMS

in

4

br

house in quarrel Campbell neigh
borhood 5 min frin Pruneyard
Nonsmokers only Washer. dryer
full privileges $275 mu plus utile
Call 371-r554 eves

DATA ANALYSIS
Clear mrpl.
nations reasonable UN1
date statistics IBS Research
Assoc . (415) 349-4407

Statistic. All fields Catalog Berkeley (415) 526-4957, 841.5036

sponsible, clean. quiet and sober
only 551-553 S Etth St. 2930989 787-2077 after 541.1 $450

EE IEs I
that ELECTRONIC DESIGN PROJECT due and you hue
no resources tor ideas or what to
build, SIC Electronics Is committed to offer low cost consult -
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split only) licensed-bonded -mob. 10% discount on labor with
this ad Spaniel rates for senior
citizens. SJSU students. slat 8
faculty FREE utImetes ’EMERGENCIES ANYTTME Call Ron
Hughes. Furore. Locksanlrh &
Socially Services, 270-3277, Su
Jose All went guaranteed
PROFESSIONAL WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by SJSU gr. Cherish
your alcelus marten. forever
Budget and deluxe peckect.
available Complimentary 11 x 10

relettonahlp, PM.. call Brien al
2942308

when you rnentidd this ad For
FREE
appointment
call Paul
Smith Photoicephy at 258-1329

FLOTATION RELAXATION

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRK
KUZIRIAN Distinctive portraiture
with a sensitive touch A variety
or packages to choose from, all

the water
The muscles that
usually hold you against gravity
can now Let Go’ The sepals.*
is ilke floating in space Results?
Total muscular relaxation You
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AUTOMATIC turntable.
Fleher smitra receiver.
2.12’
Fisher speakers Top quality, ilke
new, never *tweed S55050. must
sell. call 729-7606

110,1 for 530 TRAIN
discount
OUR ITY PLACE. 445 Washington
(408) 243.-

Sunday brunches. lectures. TuesIsraeli
day Lunch end learn
dancing. holiday ...allot.
For informal. call Hillei at 294-
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Thanks
truat Tony 216-2047
St 50 per peg* double spec.
Available seven days weekly
Quick tumsround All work guar.
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A BEAUPFUL PAPER every tIrrie Experienced, professional word propapers,
cessing
the.a.
re-

days week Academic business
e nd personal typing ivaicome

quested). proof, disc storage Stu
dent timidly
discounts
Quick

C401165-1012

turneround

sum.. &Ike our.. callings,
.wsletters Student Di.ounts
Guerenteed work Only 10 minutes from campus Words end
More (Pamela) 92671110

BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL’ Two
finger typing got you down, Then
call Gail at A Wont) OR TWO for
quality typing of reports end
IS.... 287-8442. If no snswer

A

BEST PAPER when we’ve wordpr.used II’ Professional typingediting of your term papers,
theses, letters. whatever Guar
anteed excellence Experienced
word procesors, dependable.
last and .callable N F San Joao
Call 251-0449
PROFESSIONAL
AND
word processing P-15 Word Processing Service offers quality,
guaranteed work Pep...0 In
term papers thesis, group pro-

ACADEMIC

recta, resumes manuscripts and
letters Only minutu from cent.
pus Call PJ at 923.2309

etc lend group pro.. welcome
Free spell check IMO disk storage
Experlenced thesis and pubike.
Con typist Standard and microcosm,. tranecrIption Word pro
mooing instructron avertable 9 lo
appointment

ACCOMPLISHED.
ACCURATE,
AWARD WINNING typist 10 minutes from SJSU 10 years expert once typing research upon.
manuscripts tape transcription
end will meet ail deadlines Hourly
rates

Work guaranteed Jane al

AAAAN

INSTANT CREDIT" NO credit check.
No Interest charges. You are Mgt.
SI. Unlimited credit line with full
color catalog. VCRs leweiry and
more FREE Infonnation please
National Horne Shoppors.

PERFECTION’
1 A SEA
PRINTER typeset quality output

Word protesting at Its best Have
done own rneeter’ theel Eepert
enc.. resumes, Milers. theses,
professlonal beck -up II group
projects No lob too small or too

AP, -
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letters. manuscripts (hooks, Si
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FREE SPE L CHE K copy 511(11 re.

large Reasoned. C411 Barb. at
928-4370 TODAY’
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designs at student’s rat. To,,
yews also in frmh
silks The

the lob-amaringht rapid. Of...
end practical 575 hr 04530 min
References, Carol Mills, M A Call
(408) 734-9110 for appointment or
to be placed on the mailing list for

come away horn the experience
feeling you’ne been vecalronong
for week in Maul Call now for in.
tormetion or better still, as first
time floater, call tor an appoint

Bill Lukas

GETTING MARRIED77,II WEDGING
FLOWERS should add to the

been in primate practice as a Profession. Psychic Consultant and
Astrologer since 1970 and us
vem array of technique* in aricvIry you A single session does

stress.
out?" Con., to the only float.
Mum In Northern Caltfornis *nag
me yourself floating on 30% so
line solution Your body forgets
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Et ECTROI ’ISIS
UNCLINIC,
WANTED HAIR removed forever
Confidential
335 S
Baywood
Ave San Jose, call 247.7486 for

relationship compatibility. and
profound Insights Into he dynamics and your sour, path I have

FEMALE COMPANION
live with sincere

Await’?

Home On The Range

293-4780

appointment

First-class metaphysical Counsei.
Ing is micellenl for finding II In direction and purpose, vocarkonet
guidon., deep sek-knowledlie.
clarifying
life
tronsitIons.

St

..

at. or mature prawn Long term
preferred Must be financially re-

EXPLORE YOUR POSITIVE FUTURE"

fela
cr5

SERVICES
REwriting
Thesis development preparation

DECORATOR APARTMENT"
CONDO idyl. 1 bedroom Avail.

Into call (415) 6514524

DOES SHE WEIGH
LESS THAN 4
METRIC TON?

(419,4ff8UNDTV5TRAAllEfUE,r
HELL e

EDITORIAL

1920

LOST" $1000 REWARD. PI EASE
HELP ME’ Ladies Ile gold 8 di.
emend presidential Rolex watch
Of great ...mental value Any

ILEIL,I115XE7LD roASr,

With My Care
Gwen Charon.
RE . 559-3500,1645 S Bascom
Au., SC "Heir Today Gone To

starting In May
UNFURNISHED

youNE Jusr GOING
ThRouGH A SLAR,
MN REIN AND EVERYTHING Iola BE FINE.

and ’scurfy Carl beton. June
1987 sod gel your brat op. at I
price Unwanted Hair Disappears

pus $425 me has attn. rrn (stu
dy bdrni for one)
Call 2846647 275-9509 or 1400474-8200
Also need pert -time manager

2

Gene Mahoney

I OJT uNDERsTAND fr;
NC- FOR YEARS rvE
NEVER 1+1C ppaams
WITH GIRLS. WHYNOW?

II. months & ere 2055 years old,
call
the
college
et
(406)2444907 x401

ROOM FOR RENT, dun. kitchen privileges. 5285 including utilities.

A -PLUS TYPING 12 years eperience
I 2 block from bus bide Rapid
tumeround Solectric II A Epson
minimum
L 0.800
Si SO pegs,
charge. $5 Available seven days
a week Coll Torn at 292-4096

Meese leave meson.
CALL lINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
Reports.
WORD PROCESSING
theses, group morecto resumes
specialty Quick return on
III papers All work guaranteed
Per pmge and hourly rates AlmaAPS

den Branham are. Free dialt toterTYPING
STENO
PROF
ege
SERVICE at 2646504
FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING’
All types of papers, all lengths
St 35 page typing L spelling
St 65 pege typing 6 lull proof
aree-locai
Campbell
reeding
pickup I delivery 866-6960
SECRETARIAL- Proles&lona student typist ad skill44
word processor Dependable and
last, Perfect finished documents
no typos,
from laser whiter
whiteout. etc I SI 50 per page
Call Sharon et 3515-2717 (To my

DAYSTAR

repeat clients, call to reserve time
for your projects before end-of semester rush Is on’)
EDITING WORD PROCESSING 1669.48 Former English melon, can
vocabulary,
assist w grammar
sentenc
search

structure
papers rPA,

Term reTurebten.

also rest... cover
Let Legible copy please Students
end faculty welcome Willow Glen
ore. easy to locate Coll Mrs
Campbell)

Morton 266.9446
ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Term papers, reward" papers
theses I dissarletions (0.1M.!
Turablen, AP 3rd ed I, screen.
plays, resumes cover A follow up

Santa Clem

24E-

5825
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
aceilemlc, bush... legal vro.d
processing needs Term pipers,
reports, resumes, cover letters,
group proiects. manuals, theses,
dissertations, etc All .areernIc
formats
APA Free disk storage, SPE L C HEIL. punctuation and
grammar insistence
All work
guaranteed Professional. quick &
dependable service II AFFORD*.
Fil E RATES", Call P.m al 24726111 (Santa Clara) Further ea
Inge with Menet 01.ounte,
PROCESS IT WRITE" Faculty and stu
dont. can reit, on accurate
Irately production of nevesietters.
’p.n. resumes, pubncattono
manuscrIpts,

correspondence.
etc W111 lid In grammar spelling

ices

Feat reasonable and neer
university Call (406)292-4047

SUCCESS ENTERPRISES
SIONAL
typing and

PROFES-

busineas
services Fut, rusonabie aral
If.., university Cell (406) 29E4047

TERM PAPERS
RESUMES’, Need
help, CallSOS’ Word Processing Spoil Check la. Owe
try Printers Resumes (10 co.*.
Inch I Cover letter,
Envelopes
Photocoplee
choice of paper
Experlenced
Yet
inexpert’s,.
735-6845 (Sue) Sunnyvale
TYPING!"

REASONABLE RATES"
Sante Clare area Call P5111 .1 2465633

TYPING $200 page, resume IS & up.
naninhan charge IS We use IBM
compatible. Wordstar wore proC.a. and left. quality porker
PC-COM. 404 S 3rd St . corner of
Son Salvador One Mo05 from
campus Cali 295-1606

punctuation For prompt 7 day
response, leave message for
Pen.. sl 2754253

WORD E XPEATISE Word Processing
thesis dissertation menuscrIpt
Enchain French Spanish
(40111)

PROFESSIONAL EDITING OF term pepers. thuat end dlasertetions
Please call 554-8850

WORD PROCESSING’ Students. Inar.tors. small business Tam

PROFESSIONAL

DISC JOCKEY by
Deane Michel formerly of KSJS
You’ve gol the party, tee’d, got
the music’ Michel Productlens

provldes a wide yeriely el music
for your wedding. party or dance
al reesonable rates Call Desiree
or P111111249-2920
RESUMES" Distinctly* and P.n.s
atonal We "write and orbit your re
some presenting your qualhiceIlona in a way Inel gets you the
lob I etler qualify les. pruning
Cover letters and envelopes also
steal Reasonable felt. Student
discounts Cell us. Mon Business
Communications al 914-1002
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE PROF!’ f S
SIONAL typing & bueinus sent

371-8220

pews. thesis ruumes. men
cals, dissertations. mee melting.
spoil check. ,lc
Reasonable
tales Call K & R Desktop Services et 274- 767r . tooted pick up
/I delivery
WORD PROCESSING’ Tern, papers,
Students. faculty
reports. etc
Each, occur.. Convent.nt loc.
lion on 17801 sigh Call I Inds for
rat. at 996-0764
WORD PROCESSING

tenn papers.
rate. Quick turnaround Pick
up Oelhapay evell 272-0414

ZEE. TYPING AND SECRETARIAL
SERVICES Fast. accurate work
available seven day a weal. Located In the Blossom Hoe Santa
Ter.. area Cell MS 1012

Roe 90359 San Jose. Ca 95109
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to
HAPPY

GSA CARD, Bad credltdo ceedll Sign
up for guaninteed 511.a card to esleash cr.. history Sign up al
Student Union Monday thru Fri
day 311 thrts 320, Hem till 3prn,
964-8264 HELP WANTED.

SERVICES
BACKACHE, PALMER 0011 EGE OF
C HiflOPRACT1C-Weei is currenCy
petients for FREE tni
& treatment, es pert of
? ...etch protract if you have
fled low hack pain rot more than
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Print Name

Semester Rates (All Issues)

5-91 Ines $4600 10-14 Lines $6300
15 Plus Lines $80 00
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Enclosed is $

ADVERTISE

277-3171

Circles Classification,
Announcements
Automotive
Travel
Stereo

large ept re complete Roc Center
Call JeArne 34 30prn
HA 5407
FEMALE ROOMMATE MO’ Vil 4.1,
ELDORADO APT
rent53113 no
prat. 8155 me shared Pool. cab.

».

Isaac Newt

p.m*

QUIET SIOPLEX 264 lba,529 S 7th
St $500 mu for two person. 1500
dm
cleaning, cell 257-7888

hours

and eetended hours in
summer Position open March 30
Apply now in Student Activities

4,
.01 &r. 1.
Ag"..tir

L eve Mt Video
WORK STUDY POSMON IN ORIENTATION SERVICES *east the
Coordinator in the design & implementation of orientation programs to be held In the summer
for new students
penults 15-20
hrs wit
54 50-$4 90 hr. flexible

)

Good Clean Fun

know
I love you’
ANNIVERSARY’ Nicole

0720

NO NO

NO NO NO

. . . in 1982

1.111LEL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION" Shabbel dinners. parties.

fice, CAE Bldg .277-2187

dens at 786-9790

OART &

Greet uperi

lhE garlAwnre, per
Is NOT PLE434077 A7 LAMMYET COMM NE AWL.

University Police Officer Michael Kurvers was fired
Monday after nearly 19 months with the department.
Kurvers’ "rejection" stems from an incident in which
he pulled his gun on a person suspected of speeding near the
campus.
According to Kurvers, the firing stems from department policy which prohibits university police from making
a traffic stop outside the campus.

quality. corporate .holarshIps
are owerded. Internehlps ere possible. & you may earn 2.3,4 cred-

PARTY PIGS INC Now accepting applications for part time photogre-

FOR SALE

YOU CAN
DELTA

& Summer work it accepted. you
will earn $11 75 alerting’ PT 170)
um per wit equal $235 FT (401
earnings per wk equal $470 No
nap is needed b... of our In.
tenelve on the lob training program Good math & reeding skills

Berke Breathed
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Help Wanted
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For Sale
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Lost 8 Found
Computers

Services

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
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San Jose State University
San Jose. California 95192
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Campus
Boothe to
contest A.S.
agreement

Thursday. March 19, 19S7/Spartan Daily

Moviegoers may be searched

High heels

MOVIES, from page I
their jackets.’
It is unlonunate that the hoard
had to resort to searching people, hut
that problem has to he stopped, Chatlas said.
"We hate doing it." he said.
"We feel like policemen."
, Richard Quisenherry custodial
services manager, said that the problem of garbage is getting worse.
’It’s very noticeable -- papers.
wrappers, popcorn. and particularly
Cokes," Quisenherry said. "Every
Thursday morning we have to mop it
tip

A X / tE. from page I
academic affairs were lighting tor
keeping the iniative off the ballot, also
was pleased with the reached agreement.
"I’m happy with the result," said
Krause "There were a lot of questions
that needed to he addressed
Boothe was adamant about the
decision and said he wants the miaow
to he put on the general election ballot
"I will charge that the meeting
was not valid," he said ’How can a
decision he reached when the proper
people were not being represented?."
said Boothe, who cited Sections X4020
through Section K9928 of the Calitor
ma Education Code.
"I want to heal ASAP and the fee
reduction increase at the polls." he
said.
Wen, who called for Wednesday’s meeting, said he wants the election hoard to decide whether it will he
a ballot issue
"If its going to appear. I would
rather that it appear on next week’s
ballot," he said. "I would like them to
rule on whether it is valid or it isn’t
valid.
Wert said that if the measure can
not go on next week’s ballot, he would
like it to he dropped.
Students for Responsible Government, who were pushing for the measure, could then use the proper avenues to reintroduce it. Wen said.

Jameson said 10 people were
downstairs, while about eight !raternity members were upstairs sleeping at
the time of the fire.
"We’re very lucky." Jameson
said.
"Had the fire started an hour
later, the house could have burned and
maybe some lives could have been
lost."

BIKE, from page I
County Children’s Society, a center
where abused children receive help.
Maroon said.
The remaining 20 percent will go
to the National Prevention of Child
Abuse. The national center is a Kappa
Delia organitation which collects
lunds from its 150 chapters nationwide. The center’s funds are donated
to research, shelters, food, clothing
and games tor abused children. Maroon said.

"We’ll he pedaling with guys
All 150 chapters nationwide will
be raising funds this week for the pre- Itutu the fraternities. so we’re not worried (about safety i.’she said.
vention of child abuse, Maroon said.
Tuesday afternoon participants
On Friday. Pedal-A-Thon particiwore shorts and tank tops to keep cool.
all sororities and
said Kathy Pittsey.. Kappa Delta pation will he open to
energetic students, not just fraternities.
pledge and undeclared freshman.
Maroon said.
-It’s really hot outside.. - Itriise
Kappa Delta members w ill have a
said Tuesday. ’’We’re sweating. hut
we have food and drink available it we barbecue Saturday from II a.m. to 1
p.m, at their house at 27ti 10th St.
need it.
Pedal-A-Thon lasts all night. Pit- Tickets are $3 if purchased before Saturday and $4 on Saturday.
isey said.
No

George Sakkestad - Daly staff photographer
Ellen HutseII, a senior in advertising, admires the gigantic legs of
an art exhibit at the Art Building. The artists are 44 (Minder Elementary School children tinder the direction Suellen stessler.

Thursday
Night
Celebration

The fraternity was having a party
at the time of the lire, and there were
several people awake who detected the
fire.
Jameson said the fire started just
inches away from the main gas line.
which could have been very dangerous.
Everybody was evacuated as soon
as the fire was detected. Jameson said
The house did become I I cl is Ii

smoke, hut members were allowed to
return to the house once firefighters
had doused the basement.
The party was an exchange.
which is a get-together with a sorority.
The only damage was to a telephone and television cable line. Telephone service was out all weekend,
and cable television is still not in serv ice at the house, he said.

Margaritas $1
Schnapps $1

Host resigns from animal awards
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Game
show host Bob Barker announced
Wednesday he has withdrawn as host
of the annual animal Patsy Awards
telecast because of reports of cruelty to
animal perfivrmers.
Barker. host of the awards show
for the past live years. said in a letter
to the American Humane Association
that he has learned "that wild animals
cannot he trained without using fear as
the motivating force."
He said he had been informed by
Wallace Swett of Primarily Primates
Inc., a shelter for abused animals. that
"there is more or less cruelty involved
in the training of every wild animal,
and in the training of many domestic
animals as well.’’

xontinue them as long a,
we have to.’’ Alexander said
While Alexander does admit
there is a trash problem associated
with the Wednesday 11111% les. she says
that some of the garbage is lett by the
students who attend classes in the auditorium during the day.
"When we get there, there is already somewhat of a mess.’’ she said.
The room is often littered with
cialee cups, candy wrappers and
newspapers, she said.
Alexander also said there is
usually a bigger mess alter the crowd
leaves

Pedal-A-Thon funds go to charities

Wiring believed to be cause of fire
FIRE. from plige

’It’s the only large auditorium on
campus and it’s where we usually
bring the most important people, so we
like to keep it in good condition.- he
said.
Challas said when they implemented the search policy at last week’s
trios ie they caught about 10 people trying to sneak in livid and drinks.
’We tell them to either finish it
or leave It (outsidet,
he said
Although the program hoard had
not publici/ed the policy prior to last
week’s movie, it does want students to
know that searches will he conducted
regularly.

Barker. host ot the top, rated CBS
game show "The Price Is Right."
threatened earlier this year to withdraw
as host of the "Miss U.S.A. Pageant’’
if the beauty contestants wore fur
coats. A compromise was reached and
the contestants wore fake fur coats.
In his letter to Larry Brown, executive director of the Humane Association. Barter urged the organitation
to spearhead a campaign or legislation
to prohibit, or at least stringently control. the use ol animals in entertainment.
Barker, however, will he seen in
the next Patsy telecast, which was
taped last August and will not he
shown until this summer, said CarmeIna Pope. director of the Hollywood

M111114.1111.....14.1111111114

thee in the All,
"If Bob has any proof of cruelty
to animals we want to know about it.
and if he does have proof we’ll hack
him up." said Miss Pope.
"What Bob is talking ahouit is
the training of animals at private compounds. where we have no control.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture
issues their licenses. But we have oh.
servers on the set whenever an animal
IS used and I can vouch there has never
been any cruelty."
Brown said by telephone from his
office in Denver. "We’re not aware 01
what his specific concern is, hut once
we learn it we’ll look into it "

the
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750 The Pruneyard
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GRAND
OPENING
SPECIALS!

SUMMER SESSION
SCHEDULES ARE HERE!

1 FREE VISIT!
One tree visit per person with this coupon
Only one coupon per person will be honored
during this special
Coupon expires April 1, 1987

ONE MONTH MIAISEROUP

ONLY $290!
Coupon expires April 1, 1987
Maintenance tees not included

EXKUTAN
10956 Homestead Rd
rat Stelling) in Cupertino

(408)996-0500
EXKUTAN
1058 Leigh Avenue, San Jose

tat Souttmest Expresmy)

(4Ie) 947-7U6

Get yours in DBH 136B, Bldg. T, Student
Union Information Center, or Administration Bldg.
Information Center
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Flashy stories
make fun book
Ut

!halt,
A candid reflection tit sensationalism that abounds in newspapers
today, Arnold Sawislak’s "Dwarf
Rapes Nun: Flees in 1.1F0. is a ti Whaling book that unravels the ins
and outs of modern journalism.
tit vil

Pages
An easy book to read. "Dwarf
Rapes Nun; Flees in UFO" is good
light -reading material. The book is
well -written and has its moments of
good humor.
The novel focuses on characters working on a newspaper called
the Capital Register and Press. Bob
Wartovsky. a reporter for the paper.
is stunned by the way the newspaper
is being operated under new management.
The paper is taken over by an
Asian whose main interest is in
making money and his managing director who wants news, however
unsavory it may he. To the old staff.
who are used to typewriters and
non -sensational news, this comes as
a big shock and is a difficult adjustment.
When the whole newspaper is
computerized, the staff is stunned
and apprehensise about the whole
idea, hut the appearance of an attractive woman instructor makes it
worthwhile.
The novel follows the trials of
Wanovsky as he tries to do his job
in his staid old way only to find

every story of his has been sensationalized.
For instance, the simple mystery of doggy -dim in the governor’s
office building turns out into the
raging headline. "Gov. knee-deep
into something smelly’’
After several incidents where
straightforward news stories are
convened into attention -grabbing
sensationalism, Wanovsky finds he
is slowly losing his sources.
Hilarious headlines appearing
in the newspaper include "Arabs
won’t say Yasser." "Ape makes
monkeys of sports pundits" and
"Porn Czar in slams for cussing
Judge." The stories following these
headlines are even more amusing
since the headlines are deceptive.
The journalism terminology in
the novel is easy to follow, but readers with no knowledge of the procedure and terms used in a newsroom
may find the humor dry or even
lacking.
Those who operate on deadline
will appreciate the efforts of those
involved in the process, hut at the
same time will find the new muckraking kind of journalism very superficial.
The book is an accurate satire
on the state of newspaper reporting
today which displays an acid sting
of truth.
The Dell paperback book costs
$3.50 and can he found in the
humor sections of local bookstores.

Calendar
Karl Toepfer. SJSU drama
professor, will give a lecture on the
influence of Futurism in modern
theater at 7:30 tonight at the San
Jose League Center and Gallery.
Call Helen MacKinlay at 741-19014
or 294-4545 for more information.

Civic Light Opera Rehearsal Hall.
Call 297-8811 for more information

KOME’s March of Dimes benefit concert is 8 tonight at the San
Jose Civic Auditorium. The concert
features the KBC Band. Eddie and
the Tide. Greg Kihn and limn’)
Lions and Eric Martin. Tickets cost
$12.50 and are available at Bass
outlets.

Country artist Susie Allanson
will he listening for new music for
her next album during a "demo
derby" at 7:45 p.m. Monday at
Rooster T. Feathers in Sunnyvale.
Sponsored by the Northern California Songwriters Association, the
song -screening session give members a chance for their material to be
heard. New members are welcome.
Call Tobey Hall at (415) 327-8296
for more information.

Auditions for San Jose Civic
light Opera’s presentation of "The
Sound of Music.’ will he held Sunto..day and Monday at

Heroic Airmen and Kixich
Bahar will appear in concert at 9
p.m. Wednesday at One Step Beond in Santa Clara

Entertainer
The Entertainer supplement is an arts/entertainment
guide that appears each Thursday in the Spartan Daily.
Editor
Amy L. Pabalan
Photo Editor
April Swift
Special Sections Manager
Jett Rausis
Cover Photo by Brad Mangin
Darryl Lopez, 15 months-old, is surrounded by livestock at
the Fourth Annual Santa Clara International Fair’s petting
zoo last weekend.

’Take Aim’

Serious playing
wonderful
freedom
The
experienced by children at
play is being threatened by
adults.
Aller receiving a neat, new
toy. children have to wrangle it
away from their parents. They have
to fuss and fight to get the computer
joystick or the Laser Tag gun away
from Dad, and plead for hours
before Mom lets them play with the
expensive, original Cabbage Patch
doll.
The emphasis seems to he on
toys that serve as status symbols for
children and the kids aren’t having
too much fun at all.
My doll can walk and talk and
eat, hut yours can’t . . . Hey, why
don’t you want lo play with me!
Cartoons. once the pillar of
entertainment have turned
sour. They are overdone with
sickly sweet, silly dialogue like
"The Smurfs." and "Strawberry
Shortcake" and macho heroism like
’He -Man’’ and "G .1. Joe."
What’s even more irritating are
the commercial advertising toys
featuring the same cartoon
characters After a while ii becomes

difficult to differentiate between the
commercial and the cartoon.
Advertisers prey on parents’
desire for their kids to have fun.
Children’s toys are handed to kids
on a silver platter.

kids want to play store, parents
Ifsimply buy a toy cash register,
toy money, toy food. toy credit
cards, toy shopping carts.
Creating a dream house for
Ken and Barbie is easy. Parents
simply buy the accessories. There is
a kitchen set, with refrigerator,
stove and sink: the bedroom set with
canopy bed, vanity table and mirror:
the bathroom set complete with
commode.
Throw in a remote-controlled
toy Corvette, and Barbie and Ken’s
life is complete in Yuppyland.
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This leaves little room for
imagination, which is the
magical key to childhoixl. All
this spending is a waste of time and
money.
Kids find it so much more fun
taking the initiative to be creative.
Drawing and coloring play money
and making mud pies is more of a
challenge, and pan of the fun.
Playing with dolls in the land
of make-believe is limited only to
the ordinary household items. Small
boxes, used plastic cake
decorations, scraps of
material . . the list for children to
he innovative is endless.
Children simply want to play
grown-up. But the grown-ups are
taking all the fun out of it.
Playtime is an essential part ill
childhood. It is a learning tool in
life. If children are allowed to
create, explore and imagine, they
will he able to carry those abilities
into adulthood.

When children are given toys
featuring cartoon characters, they
know exactly what to do with them.
Instead of creating their own
adventures, they follow the script.
Hang -bang, you’re dead.
Nuh-uh. That’s not they way
they did it on TV.
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SJSU prof, students display art works
Hy Lisa Bobadilla
the set 01 works by SJSU an proA diversity of subjects, styles fessor John Ik Vincenzi and some
and media created by an SJSU art of his former students.
professor and his students is on
The six -week exhibit consists
display.
at a local gallery. Here, the of 29 of De Vincenzi’s works and
differentiation between student 28 works of his former graduate
and teacher has been broken, and students.
they are now on the same level.
The fact that the students
The San Jose Art League An were taught by De Vincenzi is the
Center and Gallery is exhibiting only common thread between the

displays. -[he works are diverse in
style and subject, from abstract
and unusual pieces to picturesque.
slice-of-life pieces,
De Vincenzi focuses on celebrations and the human form in his
works which span from the period
of the 1960s to the present.
The collection is a partially
retrospective, showing various

stages 01 his lie and the changes
he underwent. De Vincenii said.
Thc change in De Vincenzi’s
style throughout the years is evident in the change in media and
subject matter. The 1960s works
consist of watercolors and oils,
and the more recent works of oils
and pencil sketches.
"Stylistically, there is a dif

terence between the works." he
said.
De Vincenti’s works celebrate the human form and its
beauty. Nudes and celebrations are
the main focuses of his collection.
De Vincenti’s "Carnevale."
is a limited 1983 edition lithograph. The pencil drawing adheres
to the celebration theme. In this
work. De Vincenti captures the
excitement and the busy atmosphere of a carnival.
In his nude sketches, he de
mos the beauty ol the human
form. De Vincenzi captures the
subtleties of light and shadow cast
on the form.
The works of the students
harder to categorize. Abstr.’,
pencils on paper. inks on pallet.
watercolors and mixed media
make up the collection, and the
subject matter is as varied.
One interesting piece is And!,
Latin’s "The Crucifixion." In
this work. Lutte depicts the nailing of Christ to the cross by a modern man. What is unusual about
this work is that the modern man in
the picture is Luite himself. It de
picts Lutte nailing Christ to the
cross in a serene setting.

Michael Burke

Daily staff photographer

lien Figone (above) shows his daughter 1.isa a painting he did of his wife. Figone graduated from S.ISIJ in 1974. Rob Domer
below I looks at Alvin Thompson’s "Kicko," an oil and acrylic on canvas.

I or San Jose An League
Center and Gallery is located at
482 South Second Street. Geller!,
hours are Tuesday through Saturday from noon to 4 p.m

I lit
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An invitation to
visit the world
International fair
features food,
dance and drinks

"Clancy the Leprechaun," alias Dick Rao.. ell of
Berkeley strolled through the fairgr
ds play jug
his flute and drum last is eekend.

Hy Judith Faught
The world became just a little
hit smaller last weekend at the
Fourth Annual International Fair
held at the Santa Clara County
Fairgrounds.
About 29,000 people walked
through the three buildings filkd
with exhibits, foreign food. costumed people and entertainers.
Each building had a stage for
entertainment such as young Tahitian dancers, a fashion parade of
ethnic costumes, and flamenco
dancers.
There were displays representing many different countnes. Flags
hung from the ceilings and ethnic
music could be heard.
Most of the booths had people
dressed in their native country apparel with maps and paraphernalia
to represent their country .
Dressed in a red, blue, and
green kilt was Gene Grant who was
representing Scotland.
Besides his skirt, he was
xlothed in a green velvet jacket with
a white ruffled shirt underneath. On
top of his head sat a beret -type of
hat called a Balmoral bonnet. On

nnabelle Holland from I he Kite %takers of Pier 39 in San Francisco. demonstrates the
"larv via," to fly a kite. If one runs to keep a kite in the air. it’s the is rung ua%.

the side of the cap was what looked
like pine needles.
Grant said that the pine needle,
were his family’s plant badge.
He said that until about l74.
different families would light
against each other. They would dis
robe before they went into battle so
once they took to the field they
couldn’t identify one family from
the other because they were no
longer wearing their kilts. The only
way to differentiate between the
feuding families was by the plant
that was in their caps.
He attends lairs to educate people about his culture.
"We do things like this to promote Scottish background and the
name of Grant." he said. "We go
around promoting our clan society.
geneology. culture, and Scottish
history."
The arts and crafts building
Was not the most occupied, hut was
the most interesting.
One of the most beautiful displays in the building was of Korean
folk an created by 26-year old artist
Young Sun Kang. He designs
brightly -colored watercolor paintings.
Kang. who is from Milpitas
hut was born in Korea, became interested in painting when he went to
Korea during a stint in the army. He
had seen an old man painting in the
streets and decided that he would
like to learn how to create such
beautiful paintings.
"I went hack after the service
just to learn how to paint," Kang
said.
"Only about five or six people
in Korea know how to paint like
this." he said.
Kang used a leather brush that
was dipped in watercolors. The
strokes produced a bright tri-colored
design on the paper.
"I like creating beautiful
things, like birds or whatever."
The most popular place at the
fair seemed to he the International
Beer Gardens vi here people paid $3
for a cup and tickets to sample four
kinds of foreign beers.

Ed Westerland. a systems programmer from Sunnyvale. said he
tasted about six different types oh
beers. He said he enjoyed sampling
beers for the most pan, hut he did
complain about the lack of choice.
"There was no Heineken which is pretty good - left, "
Wetterland said. "They ran out of
Beck’s, which I consider the very
hest foreign beer. I was really disappointed."
He had his favorite and his
least favorite samplings picked out.
"St. Pauli Girl reigns as the
hest that still available." he said.
"hut the Swiss Lowenbrau was
lousy. It tastes like a domestic
beer."
Debbie Creps of San Jose and
her family attended the fair on two
different days.
’We came out because we
want to see the entertainment.’’ she
said. "We liked to watch the different dances, especially the Scottish
dances. I liked their outfits and the
bagpipes.’
They returned the nexi day because her daughters had seen the
brightly -colored oriental kites flying.
"I liked the kites because oh
their long tails and how. they go in
circles. They’re really pretty." said
year-old Crissy Crehs.

\larch 19. 1910
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Rob Hoorn llelb of the Die llolbrau
haus Band. plays his baritone horn.
Andress Kennedy’, (hekn I enjoys a
pony ride.

Photos by
Brad Mangin
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Harvest offers bargain breakfast
By Elisha Arnorn
One of the hest places for
breakfast in downtown San Jose is
the Harvest Inn. You’re going to get
extra large portions, tasty fond, a
clean, classy atmosphere, and reasonable prices.
The Harvest Inn, a newly remodeled restaurant. is walking distance front campus at 12th and
Santa Clara streets.
Although the menu has a sari -

Dining
ety of lunch and dinner specials like
club sandwiches, hamburgers. fresh
halibut, and steaks, the most creative dishes are found at breakfast.
There’s traditional bacon and
eggs or the more exciting, shrimp
creole, letta cheese and avocado, jalapeno and pizza omelettes, Italian,
Linguica and Polish sausages with
eggs. Belgian waffles, blueberry
bishomemade
pancakes.
cuits . . the list goes on.
Plain eggs. Italian sausage.
Linguica. and Polish sausage, range
from $2.95-$4.25.
Omelettes range from $3.40S4.95.
Hot cakes. Belgian waffles or
the Gourmet waffle, topped with

glass turning pie rack, you have the
feeling of an old time coffee shop.
but it’s incredibly classy with silk
lanterns, and stained glass lighting.
The seri/ice is good, and you’ll
he waited on by pleasant waitresses
who dress in how ties and black
pantsi.e.The
image is uptown, but it’s
(f
)
frequented by people from all walks
life.
Another highlight of the restaurant is the bar. The fireplace.
plush green couches and chairs, and
the huge oak bar, create an elegant
mood.
Another thing less talked
about, hut still important is the bathrooms. They’re are immaculate.
and nicely tiled.

It must be stressed
that the food is not
just the ordinary
breakfast. Expect
better than average.
vanilla ice cream. blueberries and
whipped cream, range front $2.54)
to $4.95.
It must he stressed that the
food is not just the ordinary breakfast. Expect better than average.
The Denver omelette, steaming hot.
is over two inches, fluffy and
golden brown. It’s loaded with
diced ham, onions, peppers and
cheese.
The omelettes and egg dishes
are served with freshly grated hash
browns, and toast of your choice.
The coffee is a nice, mellow blend.
The jalapeno omelette as another luscious feast. Rising high
with mushrooms, peppers, sausage
and tomatoes, it’s one to make
breakfast exciting.
Something else that’s panic

Bret J. Polyorosa Daily staff photographer
The Ilarsest Inn, located at the corner of 12th and Santa Clara is a
simple but hearty solution to breakfast or lunch in San Jose
ularly pleasing about the Inn is the
atmosphere. Windows and booths
line the horseshoe shaped restau-

rant, so the diner is in open and
fresh surroundings.
With the coffee counter, and

The Harvest Inn is a wonderful
restaurant, beautifully decorated
and full of personality. If it were in
another area, the food would he
priced outrageously.
But, since it is in downtown
San Jose. come in and enjoy the
hometown fresh cooking and atmosphere, before the downtown redevelopment causes the Harvest Inn to
go "uptown." and it’s prices along
with it.
The Harvest Inn is open from 7
a .in. to 0:30 p.m. weekdays, and
untilI p iii on is eekends

Men in dance

Solo performance highlights choreography
By Annie Belt
Performer/choreographer Greg
Lizenhery mixed anger with humor
and grace in his nine -piece solo
dance performance at the SJSU
Dance Studio Theater last weekend.
"Men Dancing" highlighted
the contributions of male modern
dance choreographers made to the
artistic advancement in dance during the last 50 years.
Each dance piece was preceded
with a short skit by Lizenhery and
assistant Thom Benedict evoking
the mood of the times when the
dance was created.
For the 1930s piece "Kinetic
Molpai" by Ted Shaun. we are reminded of the influence of rugged
entreprenuership and
prudish Calvinism on American culture - influences that were strong
in that decade.
"Kinetic Molpai." choreographed in 1935. capsulized the
spirit of all three with its sharp, angular. yet attractive movements.
Karl Schaffer’s 1984 "Fad."
was introduced with a videotaped
skit poking fun at the mass culture
promoted by television.
"Fad" humorously mimicks
the overly complex, repetitive
dance style popularized during the
1970s.
As Lizenhery danced, he
talked to the audience, making the
point that this made -for -television
dance style is all show and no substance. It consumes rather than liberates the dancer’s spirit. Audiences
admire how hard dancers work
rather than experiencing emotions

Greg Lizenbery
seemed to be in
command of his body
as he danced.’
evoked by a dance.
Lizenhery seemed to he conscious and in command of the form
and feel of every muscle and bone
in his body as he danced. His
movements combined tension with
grace, or joy with humor, in different dance pieces.
Choreographeriperforflier/instructor Lizenbery has been a
visiting professor at California State
University Chico and San Jose State
University as well as other universities nationwide.
Lizenbery described his chronology of men in modern dance as a
demonstration of the "physical /technical prowess and the mental,
emotional, spiritual needs, desires
and aspirations of men."
"Men Dancing" recognized
the contributions of male choreographers and performers to the modern
dance form.
"Though the pioneers of this
vital art form were often women,
major contributions by male choreographer/performers have helped
shape the history of modern dance.
and in so doing, have influenced the
direction of all performing arts.- he
said.
Joe Gossen Daily staff photographer
"Men Dancing" was sponsored in part by the CSU Office of Greg Lizenbery dances in a solo performance entitled "Men Dancing" at the SJSU Dance Studio
Special Programs.
Theatre last weekend. The program focused on men’s contributions to dance in the last 50 years.
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KSCU radio benefit showcases
the talent of three local bands
Julie Luffremen
Santa Clara University’s campus radio station gave a party at One
Step Beyond last week, and they in
vited everybody.
And a variety of people
showed up.
"You’ll
notice that
some high school kids are
here with their parents." said
Susan DiOrio. SCU senior
and disc jockey for the evening. "Their moms and dads
won’t let them go somewhere
like One Step by themselves
or with other high school
kids." She added that the
radio station is popular with
the high school crowd.
Also, you had to be at
least eighteen to get in, hut
possibly the presence of a parental chaperon made up for
that.
The show, which parents were leery of, featured
local hands Wire Train, Epic
Rumours and Shadows As
Tall As Trees. It was a benefit performance for SCU’s
radio station, KSCU. or, as it
hills itself, "The Underground Sound."
KSCU’s format is just
v, hat it advertises underground music, with a heavy cm on local music and new
VkakC. All of the hands performing
at the benefit receive airplay.
"We wanted Wire Train because they haven’t lOrgotten their
roots." DiOrio said. "We’ve supported them since the beginning and
now they’re helping us."
Wire Train has been together
since 191i4 and their third album.

Hy

Ten Women is due for release tomorrow. The current single from
the album is called "She Comes
On" and is getting airplay from

Wire Train’s Jeffrey Trott
(above) and member of Shadows
as Tall as Trees (left) perform
radio stations.
Wire Train’s music sounds like
a cross between hard rock and new
wave and is a lukewarm fusion of
the two. The members put flash into
their performance last week, hut
somehow never really got off the

ground.
The heat %%US unvarying and
the music competent but not very
innovative or inspiring.
The crowd who clustered as
near the stage as possible
simply watched the band.
with a few self-conscious
dancers moving on the outskirts. Often they seemed to
he hearing another hand than
Wire Train and danced
accordingly.
Music played came
mostly off the new album, as
well as selections from their
previous two albums.
Wire Train also performed last Saturday on
"American Bandstand."
Epic Rumours fared better. Their music is a hit more
stylish than Wire Train and
their musicianship better.
The crowd was a little livelier
for Epic Rumours than for
Wire Train. and the applause
louder and more enthusiastic.
Their tight set was good
to listen to and included
music from their new album.
Shadows As Tall As
Trees played the shonesi set
of all half an hour
hut
featured an excellent drummer.
The crowd, consisting of
mostly Santa Clara University students. was dressed to the hilt for an
evening of wild dancing. Every outfit was as carefully designed as a
costume, intended for attention -getting.
One Step Beyond is considered the place to go for the latest
fashions.

’Rank and File’ branded as a waste of $10
fly Jeff Goularie
Rank and File’s third album.
Rank And File, is definitely rank
and should he filed: in the circular
file.
From the onset to the end, this
album is terrible. There are 10
songs on this album and none are
even remotely stimulating. Perhaps
this is because of the hand’s mini’. a lion behind making this album.
Chip Kinman, co-founder of
the hand and guitarist/vocalist. describes the rationale behind the

From the onset to the
end, this album is
terrible.

Music
album: "Neither of our previous records (Sundown and Long Gone
Dead) were an accurate reflection
our live shows. On this album, all
the songs were worked up while we
were on tour
. "
So, the album is supposed to
capture the essence of Rank and File
live. Maybe this music sounds good
to a loaded (drunk or stoned) audience, but if you’re interested in reflecting on musical content or
looking for a socially relevant message, you won’t find it on this
album.

Members of the hand Rank and File, a country -rock -punk band from Los Angeles have toured extensively in Texas and other states. They have said the album captures their spirit in a live performance.
About the only decent song on the songs, is not very original or bought a ticket to California.
What intellectual breadth. Rethe album is the first song. "Black thought provoking:
King of the mountain, you member, this is the best song on the
Book." Not surprisingly, the group
has made this song into a video for thought you were . . . the top of album. However, it does have at
MTV, hoping to cash in on youthful the heap . . . You like taking what good dance heat. But when a hand
musical ignorance. But, the lyrical other guys try to keep . . . Here’s a caters to a hunch of "fried" people,
content of this song, like that a all fart, it better warn you . . . She what do you expect?

All the songs. except "Love
House." sound like cover songs.
For instance, "Sweet Life" sounds
vaguely Who-ish. and (moth "Pistol
Dawn’ and "Good Times", musically and vocally, sound like REM.
Describing Rank and File’s
music is difficult, hut it has been
called by some as cow -punk. It does
seem like the hand has been influenced by country and western
and heavy metal.
Regardless of its style or influence, this album is simply a waste
of $10.
Rhino Records’ press release
describes Rank And File’s music as
melodies.
hell -like
"indelible,
bittersweet harmonies and sheet -lire
guitars."
They were correct in one assesment: this album is unquestionably
cow -sheet.
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’Sweet Charity’
crowd left sour

h, and wheneser she was on
stage. her presence demanded attention.
Another bright spot in the pro
duction was Les Dale. who played
the role of the international film star
Vittorio Vidal. He was charming as
the movie star and his singing voice
was the hest in the entire musical.
Michelle Jenee also turned in a
great perlOrmance as Ursula. Vittorio’s girlfriend. She is a striking
woman, and that in combination
ith her stage presence. made her
stand out from the rest of the cast.
The ensemble was terrific. and
the few that could he traced to a
name in the program was Diane
Harper and Brien T. Mahoney.
They were both featured in a dance
number that took place in the Pompeii Club. and they deserved to he
in the spotlight.
All in all, it was a decent
show. The choreography and choral
direction were very good, hut the
opening was weak. There were.
however, some performances that
are worth seeing.
The musical is at the Saratoga
Civic Theatre on Friutvale Avenue.
across the street from West Valley
College. Showtimes are Fridays and
Saturdays at 8:30 p.m.. and Sundays at 2:30 p.m. Admission is $10
for evening performances and $9 for
matinees.
The musical is scheduled to
close on Thursday. April 2. Amission that evening will be $9.

It Ilehor oh .1 . A
"Sweet Charity," at the Saratoga Civic Theater. is something
like the family parties when Cousin
Ethel sang in the living room for all
of the relatives. The grandparents
loved it. The other cousins thought
it was boring.
The opening of the show is a
slide presentation of New York

Theatre
City. It was like watching slides
from Uncle Louie’s family vacation.
Annie
Yarbrough.
the
singer/actress/dancer that plays
Charity Hope Valentine. is similar
to Cousin Ethel. She is S001100
happy singing her little heart out on
stage that she is obnoxious.
Charity, a hostess st the FanDango Dance Hall, is supposed to
he a bubbly. effervescent character
who is an eternal optimist. Yarbrough plays it syrupy sweet when
it should be more genuine.
Yarbrough’s talent definitely
shows through in her dancing ability, hut her singing voice was rusty
and her pronunciation needs a little
work.
There were other performances, however, that were a pleasure to watch.
Cindy Cutler. who played Helene, one of the dance hall girls.
was a stand out. She was fun to
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’Burglar’ cast and sites
steal laughs in mystery
Comics
star in film
Hy Throw hi. liejornno
As a joh description. "Burglar" makes for a weird occupation, hut the movie is outright
’any.
The movie based on the
"Burglar" books by Lawerence

Cinema
Block. stars Whoopi Goldberg as
Bernie who owes mucho bucks to
an ex -cop gone had. She decides
to use her former pilfering talents
to raise money to pay off the debt.
In the midst of her deed
Goldberg witnesses a murder.
Next thing she knows, she is the
number one suspect.
Trying to clear herself, she
sets out bent on following her
own clues and ends up in the middle of a counterfeiting ring where
her leads are dropping dead like
hugs in a roach motel.
Hugh Wilson’s film provides
many opportunities for side-splitting laughs, hut Goldberg didn’t.
As a cranberry juice -toting
street wise cat burglar. Goldberg
generously gives most of the
laughs to the supporting cast.
Lesley Anne Warren cultivated some chuckles as an uptight, snooty aristocrat who spits
out her lines like a hissing cat.
Even the bumbling cops in
their foiled attempts to chase
Goldberg make off with laughs.
But San Francisco comic turned-screen-star Bob Goldthwait stole the show.
Golchhwait, who plays Goldberg’s best friend. sounds like a
deranged Grover from Sesame
Street on the verge of violence.
He delivered his lines with a trembling voice, twisting his face in
pain.
While searching for clues all
over San Francisco, Goldthwait

San Francisco
comic-turned-screen
-star Bob
Goldthwait stole the
show.
protests going into one bar because the people "look like Yuppies from hell."
Set in San Francisco, the
film is chockful of inside jokes. In
one scene. Goldberg poses as
S.F. Mayor Diane Feinstein over
the phone.
Local audiences will no
doubt spend some time trying to
figure out the film’s familiar
streets and places.
"Burglar" sports the hest
streets of San Francis() car chase
since the televion show. Filmed
from angles like the front bumper
of police cars and handle bars of
Goldberg’s motorcycle, it was orchestrated perfectly including
opera music.
Goldberg was not totally

hoopi Goldberg
without laughs. Her laughs
stemmed from physical humor
and her ability to out smart thc
cops and stay cool even when
they break down her apartment
door.
Facing a psychotic killer is
"no problem. man." She just
transforms into her funky junkie
act to save herself.
Sex is not a focal point of the
movie and every other word is not
the "F" word. There is sexual
play and profanity, but the audience is not drowning in it.
Goldberg has proven hersell
on stage and in a serious role, but
good comedy roles are few.
Burglar is the perfect choice
for a rising comedic talent. Goldberg made the right decision, but
Goldthwait will reap the benefits,
that is, chuckles.
"Burglar" is a comedy in
the true sense of the word. That
may sound corny but what other
discription is given to a looney
cops and robbers screwy movie
caper.
"Burglar" opens iomorross
at Bay Area theaters.
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